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Holland City News.
YOL. XV -NO.

39.

HOLLAND,
LOCAL ITEMS.

,

The

skating rink will

bo opened next

Tuesday evening with an attraction.We

Terms

of Subscription
$1.50 per year \f paid in advance; $1.75 if
paid at three months, and $$.00 if
paid at six months.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER

MICH.,

It appears that De Hollander

WHOLE

hw

stirred Treasurer, Wilson

up a "mare’s nest” in stating that

Lillie,

-

talent at the Rink in the immediate in a Catholic church and that the marriA full crop of candidates have been in future
Kate* of advertisingmade known on application.
age ceremony was performed "by a cathoYearly advertisers have the privilege of three Holland the past week.
lic
priest. Judge of Probate Soule comes
changes.
In an interview with the Grand Haven
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
Race at the Fair Grounds this after- Tribune, M. H. Ford said he was heartily to the rescue of Mr. Lillie with an article
lines, ft per annum.
io De Qrondwet, which for personal abuse
Notices of Births,Marriages, and Deaths pub- noon. Let everybody attend.
in favor of having Congress appropriate
lished without charge for subscribers.
simply
"takes tbe cake”. He makes out
“"^All advertising bills collectableQuarterly.
You csnnot make a buckwheat cake of $100,000 lor a governmentbuilding,and Mr. Seely, the Democratic candidate for
Grand Haven swears by Ford now.—
a run at base ball when the batter is out.
Prosecutor, as being everything low and
Grand Rapids Telegram-Herald.
In sums to suit on productive Real Estate.
disreputable.Mr. Soule seems to be operIf you want to vote next Tuesday be
L. 8. PROVIN,
Our thanks are due to Mr. Wilbert Har- ating at both ends of this county this fall.
sure and see that your name is registered
Insurance, Real Estate and Loan Agent.
to-day.
rington for some very fine eating apples. The Coopersville Observer in the Issue of

MONEY

TO LOAN.

T

•

NO. 740.

Harrington

;

Pros-

ecuting Attorney, Stephen L. Lowing;

foundation for the Alberti building understandthat the son of M. De Boo will the Republicancandidate for Prosecuting
give an exhibition of bis rope walking Attorney, wws recently married to a lady
progressing rapidly.

The
Is

30, 1886.

County Surveyor, David Coleman, Jr.;
Coroners,Byron B. Godfrey, Dr. Hoff-'
man; Representative, 1st District, Charles
W. Marshall; Representative, 2nd District,
John Wasson; For Congress, Fifth District, Hon. E. L. Briggs, of Kent.
The Baoei.
For

the first time

city the people

In tbe history of the

of Holland have been en-

what is called In the East a
"boss trot.” The enterprise shown by

tertainedby

the few who have had the affair in charge,
Mr. Harringtonalso brought to our office last week intimates that Judge Soule has is very commendsble and although the
Tuesday next will settle the campaign some seedlingcorn which he had im- been "stumping”in that neighborhood
races have not resulted very profitablyto
of 1880. Bo sure that you vote for the proved. It was on well filled ears and and roundly abusing "the Dutch” for
fliwftsrjj.
them they cm congratulate themselves on
right men.
their peculiaritiesand to such an extent
was heavy and of good quality.
having a largo number of horses present
that the Observerwarns him that if he conto
take part and on laying • firm foundaSeveral young ladies of the city were
List of letters remaining In the post- tinues It will not redound to his credit
tion for future like enterprises. The cold
tEACH, W. H. CommissionMerchant, and out on “a hand organ serenade’’last Tuesoffice at Holland, Mich., Oct. 28th, 1886: two years hence. We echo tbe same sendealer in Grain, Flour and Produce. Highest
cloudy, and disagreeable weather at Monmarket
T... paid for wheat. Office In Brick day evening.
:et price
Miss Anna Blscb. Christian J. Cook, Mrs. timent.
store,
i, corner
corner Eighth and Fish streets.
day and Tuesday did not abate nor
Country produce is being brought into Adda Dunn, Eugene Gould 2, Frank
brighten on Wednesday,and it is owing
Drags tad VtdlolBii.
Ingraham, John B. Murphy 2.
Chinese Entertainment.
the city in large quantities and finds a
entirely to this fact alone, that tbe first
Wm.
Verbekk,
P.
M.
ready market.
The Chinese Students' Company will meeting of the Society was not aNiomplete
To-day a trotting matinee will be held give a unique and interesting entertain- financial success, Tbe “Three Minute
I. Fairbanks, Esq., is building a neat
Office Lovett’s Block, opp. Sweet's Hotel,

GRAND

RAPIDS, MICH.

gustos

_

__

____

brick office on River street next to his

Grounds. A

race

ment

Lyceum Opera House on

nt

the

Race” was

a hotly contested

has been arrangedbetween A. De Kruif’s evening of Thursday,Nov. 4tb, under the exciting and Interesting.

/"T!
present office.

_____

at the course at the Fair

auspices of the Ladies of Grace Episcopal the first

one and was

The

race from
was close between "Roy” and

“Roy” and N. Castenholtz’s "Stock Yrard
"
foundation for iHuntley’snew Billy.” Tbe "trot” promises to be very Church. Tbe programme will prove in- "Stock Yard Billy” and tbe second heat
factory is about laid. The work is pro- exciting and will bo worth the price of structiveand will consist of orientalcon- was very difficult to decide which came
pressing rapidly.
admission.
cert and lecture on Chinese customs, In first although the judges gave it to
music, religion,style of dress, and wed- "Roy.” The judges were Dr. D. Baert,
MELE5' B«0UWER & CO., Demers In allj^ -- tore. Curtains, Wall Paper,
In conversation with Geo. W. McBride,
We
wish we were as sure of a mammoth
ding,
also reading Hie scripture and- fling- of Zeeland, and D. L. Hollis, of JamesCarpets, Cofflus, Picture Frames, etc.; River St.
printing office as Arle Woltman Is sure of the Republicancandidate for Congress, he ing gospel hymns in Chinese. A curiotown, with Dr. O E. Yates, of this city, as
Gaam Dealeri.
atated that it was simply nonsense to supa n-. ‘lection as Sheriff.
art exhibitionof Chinese wonders and starting Judge, and they officiated for all
pose that if elected he would in any way
yAN PUTTEN, G. & SONS, GeneralDealers in
curiosities consisting of Chinese and Jap- the races. Tbe score of tbe "Three MinDry Goods, Groceries, Crockery,Hai« and
John
Duursema,
of
Fremont,
was
in
discriminate
in his labors between this
Caps, Flour, Provisions,etc. River street.
anese oddities and works of art will form ute Race” was os follows:
Holland this week. Ho reports business place and Grand Haven in the matter of a
5 j i j
an attractivefeature of the entertainment. A. Do Krulf’* ». g. “Ro»" ..................
Ejtslj,
1228
as being good with him.
ship canal between Grand Rapids and The ladies of the church will serve a N Castenholx’* g. g. ••Blllj”.
H. Brown’*, Allegan, b. m. “Neill* B.V’,.’..,.8 3 8 5
-«•—
Lake Michigan.
Chinese supper. All taking supper will
The Allegan train was delayed nearly
i i 1
Time: 2.66*. 2.59)4. 8.00, 8.59)4.
an hoar yesterday morning.
pile
Editor Fred Wade, of the Saugatuck be provided with lea, furnished and made
state, Free bus In connection with the hotel.
by the Chinese, also souvenir napkins and
driver obstructed the track.
The "Double Team Race’’ which folCommercial, was in the city last Saturday
TX7AL9U, HKBER. Druggi.tandPharmacist;a /
s fa Block of ROod8 aPPert4ln,n8 to the bus-

in 68

_
V

--

PPmSSrI

j.

-

...

.

A

having some repairs made on his massive chop sticks, reasonable prices will only be lowed was a complete "walk-a-way” for
purchased several
jaw. Fred says that business has been charged for the supper. The proceeds of W. Church’sAllegan team. The exhibilots on Eleventh street near the Episcopal
good during the summer and that he is the entertainment will bo devoted towards tion of trotting, however, was good and
Church,
of H. B. Peck, of Allegan.
re-building Grace Church, lately destroyed was much enjoyed by all who witnessed It,
Easufaeteriei, Milh, Shops, Zto.
still "eating three meals a day.” His
by fire. It is hoped the people of Holland Tbe score was:
"XTAN KAALTK, B., dealear in Farm ImpleFor a few weeks hack our job presses many friends in Holland will be pleased
will patronize and second the efforts of W. t'hnrch *. Allegan, “Luther B.“ and
NlathatreeU*11^ Cor' lll,et ‘"<i have been comparatively quiet, but this to learn of his prosperity.
“Mudget" .............................
j j j
the ladies in their endeavors to make a
M. P. John ion ’*, Allegan, “White Charlie”
week they have sang a merry song.
and
“Membrino
Eagle”
..........
.........
eon
yAN DER YEN, J. M„ Manufactures the best
Capt. C. K. Coates, of this city, just goodly amount.
5 cent cigar made. Havanna filled.Smoke
W. Van Putten’*,IlolTand, “Royal Duke” and
returned from Ontonagon whore he has
them. For sale by all dealers.
"Fannie" ..............................
:..8 8 2
The editor of the News visited Allegan
been repairing the harbor work at that
Time: 8.12)4. 2.59)4 and 3.00.
Fhyiloitai.
this week and is indebted to Mr. J. H.
The "Running Race” not having the
place. During the summer Mr. Coates
In answer to numerous inquiries why
T7'REMER8,H..,Physician and Burgeon. Res- Eppink for numerous courtesiesshown.
required number of entriestbe race waa
was
at
work
at
Whitehall
and
having
IV. idouco on Twelfth street, cor. of Market Bt.
we do not, in the News, advocate the
not run, but tbe owners of tbe two horses
finished there ho was assigned to the work
election of aome set of candidates this
TDE NEWS 11,8 P838ed lllr0U*hthe in the upper peninsula. He says that
present consented to give so exhibition
campaign without a scar, but our pocketfall, wo would say that from the first it
yATEB, O. E.. Physician and Burgeon. Office
heat
and a half mile was rnh in 54^
book is not as well filled as it might have the work of repairing the pier, of our har- has been our aim to make our paper one
Livery atd Sals Stablai.

R. E.

Weukman has

_

—

•

V

A

at residence on the corner of River and
Eleventhstreets, formerly occupied by the late Dr.
Ledeboer.

"*«
"A

MA?tB?ui‘h^

V»Phy8!1(;,an

anu

bor will be

been.

«

of Customs, D, 0. Watson,
T
, « , ™
Jacob Baar, of Grand Haven, and H.

0fflce Collector

Corner

i/rug oioro.
at Walsh’s Drug
Store. neameace,
Realdeace,Corner
j
of Eighth and Fish streets,
....... In house formerly ocand
cupied by L. Bprletama.

i.

commenced early

in the spring.

of news, and especiallyof local news so far
as space

The

Knights of Labor of this city have

a

would permit, hoping to please

_

raised

Thursday morning was ushered in by n

and benefit in that way rather than by

campaign lund for Henry
supporting any particular candidate and
George,
who
is running for Mayor of
B. Peck, of Allegan, called on us last
making war upon others. In common
New York City on a labor ticket, of two
Watohw sad /sviUy.
Tuesday.
with other men we have political preferhundred and eighty-seven dollars. If
I> REYMAN’ OTTO, Watchmaker, Jeweler, and
ences, and we are not at all slow in showdealer in fancy goods. Corner of Market
There was a very heavy frost last Mon- every Assembly of the Knights in the
and Eighth streets.
ing them outside of the columns of tbe
day night, and ice to a considerable thick- United States raises a corresponding
News.
We entertain no neutral views on
TXT YKHUY8EN, h., dealer in Watchsi, Clocks, ness was formed on water in our office amount the managers of that campaign
Vf Jewelry and Spectacle*,cor. Ninth and Cethe great questions of the day, so far as we
dar street*.
water trough.
will have plenty of “boodle” to work with
underslandthem, and do not hesitate to
It Is no trait of a gentleman to stop his
The Grand Rapids Telegram-Herald has advocatethem when occasion demands.
newspaper until he has settled for the procuredand got in running order a new On all measures, political, social, or
same. We have several in this locality Goss webb-perfectingpress which will moral, that tend to tbe elevation of tbe
F- * A. «.
people and tbe promotion of the general
print fourteen thousand papers an hour
90“®noic»tlonof Uhitt Lodqk, wbo have done this.
w8f be held at Maaonic Hall
welfare of tbe people, in all that aids to
and fold tbe sheets at tbe same lime. The
Holland, Mich- at 7 o’clock, on Wednesday
evenings, Jan. 1», Feb. 17, March 17, April l/,
Last Saturday afternoon Eddie Van der new outfit also includes a complete stero- build up and ennoble, no mailer by wbat
......

seconds. This concluded the program for
Wednesday.

U

and

heavily clouded sky

which threatened

a drizzling rein

to continue all

day. Al

noon the weather having cleared a

little

the managers concluded to go on with the
races and were rewarded by seeing a larger

number of people on the grounds thin

The

on Wednesday.

first

race was the

"Free for ill.” There were five entriei

made and four
soft and tbe

started.

mad

Tbe track win

flew la considerable

quantity. The race was very close and

VA

this race

May 18. June 18. July 14, Aug. 11, Sept. 8, Get. 13,
Nov. 10, Dec. 8. Bt. John.s days Jane 84, and

Veen

John Vaopell’i,Gd. B»v*n, ch. a. “Turk” 11 $
W. R. Church’*. Allegan, b. m. “Mudgei” S 8 1
8. Monroe’*, Gd. Bftven, h. m. “NeJIlo M“ 8 S S
W. Barne*’, Allegan, b. g. “Luther B.'\ ..444

Dec. 87.

Dr. Yates reduced the fracture,

,

D. L. Boxd. W. M.

O. Bbkyham, Sec'y.

Knighta of Labor.

87-7

damages.

Crescent
Fellows
Hall at 7 :80 p. m., on the First and Third Monday
A meeting of the Business Men's Assoof each month. All Blr Knights are cordiallyInciation
will be held next Thursday evenvited to attend. Cheapest Life InsuranceOrder
Full particular*given on application.
ing at J. O. Post’s office. All business
L. D. Baldus, Commander. '
men of Holland and vicinity are invited
W. A. Holley, R. K.

“own-

to attend. *

Tuesday that engine
Nash as engineer, made

reported

No. 16, with R.

the run to Grand Haven, twenty and one-

.

Eggs, 16c,
85c to 85c.

Honey, 10c;

of your

own

a

master The following lethoicore:

private preference

wbo

ou vote for. We publish belaw^lhe
ames of tbe candidateson the

retary and Peter Moose ns Treasurer.

ckets omitting the Stale ticket:

The

members. Mr. John Kramer was

line officers

of the company

will be

lerk, Geo. D.

ibbs; Prosecuting Attorney, Walter I.

m
J

Mr. W.

ililie; Circuit

Turner; Treasurer,E. P.

Last Thursday night D. Bosman,

Apples, SO, 35c; Beans, $1.85; Butter. 17c; Eggs
to 50c

17c; Honey, 18c; Onions, 60c; Potatoes, 40c

Brain, Peed, Eto.
(wnOLSSALB.)
{Corrected even/ Friday bu W. *ff. $*ach.\

man of

fore-

the yard of the Phcenix Planing

The Grand Stand was

Court Commissioners, A.
I:

Visscher,

W. Van Slyck; Coroners,

C.

W.

Gray;

Mill, fell in such a manner as to break bis
right wrist. Dr. O. E. Yates

was

called

is

a

F. Kelly, the prdsent Register
a

The Holland City Cornet Band fornished

•ys”

ev

Hyma. Mr. Kelly McBride, of Ottawa; For State Senator,
one term In the office and John W. Moon, of Muskegon. v
that be is entitled to a re-election. Union.— Sheriff, Jons Verplanke;
gentleman and an efficientofficer. Register of Deeds, R. A. Hyma; County
has served the county two Clerk, D. O. Wachs; Treasurer,J. De
Spelder; Prosecuting Attorney, V.

W.

have made

made

a

In

the past few weeks,

good appearanceand played

il.

The betting, which waa by no means
small, was conducted in a private and ex-

mely quiet manner. The coffee watfthe

Mr. Hyma

terms as County Treasurer and is now

and reduced the fracture.

fairly well patron-

ed each day.

music for the occasion and every one
•poke of the remarkable progress the

has had but

He

ill

to witness the

O. E.

Representative,

1st District, G. J. Diekema; Representacandidate for re-election tive, 2nd District, J. V. B. Goodrich;
Holland this week as was also his For Congress, Fifth District, Geo. W.

claims

*9)4.

NOTK0.

half miles, in the remarkable time of
was in
twenty-one
minutes.
Onion*, 45c; Potatoes
opponent Mr. R. A.

CIYATL.

.69, .57)4,

This completed the program and

egister of

Yates.
of Deeds and

Time:

Republican.—Sheriff, Arie Woltman; rices were well satisfied with them and got
Deeds, Wm. F. Kelly; County tlje worth of their money.

basement of the Germania House will be

an armory. Wa arieli Hmhe
nanv ey^v rnoeumrsmont

N. Castenhols’e,Muakegon. “ButcherBoy”.. 1 1 1
M. P. Johnson’#, Allegan, “Black Badger’’..! S g

bo were so fortunate as

choaen later on. For the present Mr.
Kramer will drill the company and the
used as

It was

are worthy and it is simply

chosen as President, John Pieters as Sec-

ty-five

Produce. Eto.
(WHOLMALB.)

1

1
8
4

broke bis arm. typing "layout” and other features of a party advocated, we purpose to support,
and re- metropolitan daily. The T.-U. is rapidly and aid as we are able so to do consistent- Tim*: 2.48)4, 8.44, 2.89)4, *.4*.
The “Running Race” was won by
ly. Reader, the nominees on tbe county
ports Eddie’s arm as doing well.
gaining in public favor and will soon lead
tickets, for Congress,for the State Leg- "Butcher Boy” owned by N. Caatenhols,
In the newspaper ranks.
One of the young clerks of Holland went
isiature,and Senate, are all men wbo Muskegon. There were only two entries.
fell from a fence and

out shooting this Veek and shot a large
Last Tuesday evening a military com
mnnlcationsshould be addressed to
dog which he mistook for a rabbit. The pany was organized in this city with thirHi an out Look Box,
Holland, Mich, owner of the dog, wo understand, wants

Z. 0. T. X.
Tent, No. 63, meets in Odd

was fought for by the Inch. Tbe score on
was:

principal stake

on tbe

y and was generally

races

won

on Wedneawr friendp

by

Buckwheat, 40c; Bran, S 100 lbs.,70c i Bsrley
seeking the position of Register of Deeds Seelv; Circuit Court Commissioners,
cwi,$l. 10, Clover seed, w bu.tl.00; Corn Meal
Corn,’ shelled, 38: • Flour,
N. Angell; frpm Zeeland. Thursday we understand
D. C. Wachs, Union candidate for as a means of gaining a livelihood.Mr. Robert W. Duncan,
J4.00; Fine Corn Meal, 9 100 lbs., $1.40; Feed, «
Hyma is well known in this section Coroners, R. Van Drezer, Dr. J. Masten- tl at considerablemoney changed hands,
ton $19.00; Hay. $8.50, Middlings,f 100 lbs., county clerk, was in Holland last Mon75c; Oats, 26 cts. ; Pearl Barley, 9 100 lbs., $6.00 ;
having
lived here for a number of years. broek; Representative, 1st District, John bi t it was done so secretly that it is imday, Mr. Wachs is a very pleasant genRye, »2c,; Timothy Seed, $9.00; Wheat, white,
Both
gentlemen
arc well fitted for the A. Roost; Representative, 2nd District, po isible for us to judge of the amount.
68c; Red Fnltz, 68c; LancasterRed, 70c. Corn, tleman and is a worthy opponent of the
ear,
’
I car load of Texan ponies which were
Republican candidate, George D. Turner. position,but as Mr. Kelly has bad but one John Wasson; For Congress, Fifth Disdc

Wm.

P cwt, 95c;

1

88c.

•

i?°

v

BITAZL.

Buckwheat, 60c; Bran,

^

V 100 t>e., 75c;

Olovor

Barley, »

15.00; Corn
y-i**®*'’• 100 lbs., l.OOo; Coro, shelled,50c; Flour.
100 lbs..$1.60; Feeo.W

$11.00; Middlings,100 fcs.. 80; Oats. 85c;

it is fair for him to claim,
trict, Melbourne H. Ford, of Kent; For on the grounds furnished an additional
attraction.
of his good work" the past two State Senator,Thomas H. Hefferao,
for Lowell, Mich., where he will purchase years, a re-election. The matter is left in Ottawa.
Tbe small number of people present
trees for his fall delivery in this section. the bands of the electors of the county
Prohibition.— Sheriff,Marshal B. Mills; from the city waa a matter of regret and
Mr. Souter will return to-day and will un- and they will undoubtedly judge the mat- Register of Deeds, Albert Winchell; was quite severely commentedon by peo-

term of office

Last Monday Mr. Geo. H. Souter

doubtedlymake

hie deliveries next

left

week.

in view

ter wisely.

County Clerk, Orliogton Trumble;

.

.X:

ple

who

were present from abroad.

Lawyer Haseltine,on Irial at Stevens for the formation of a national syndicate
Point, Wis., for the murder of Cashier A.
E. Morse, who was criminally intimate of window-glassmanufacturers, the object
being to advance and maintain prices.
with Mrs. Haseltine, was acquitted.
The gamblers of Oinoinnati have deA heatt defalcation has come to light
clared a boycott against the playing-card
CITY. MICHIGAN.
at Indianapolis.Hicklin J. Landers, confirm of Bussal, Morgan A Co. because Pofidentialclerk of Landers, Given & Co.,
lice Commissioner Morgan, a member of
pork-packers, has played the same game
the firm, has been active in suppressing
there on the banks that Neeld did in Chigambling dens. The gamblers have sent
cago— raising money on bogus or worthcirculars to every gaming-house in the
less warehousereceiptsfor pork. Landers
country and claim that they have already
KNIGHTS*
has gone to Cahada. His shortage will reduced the firm's business one-half. .
foot up about $60,000.
The situation at the Chicago Stock Yards
The Committeeoa Appeals and Qrlsranoea
On the Crow reservation in Montana, a is now as if there had never been a strike,
obtftlnol the floor when the general assemblr
went into sesshn at Biohmond on the iDtlu party of fifty Sionx made an attack on a I AH tho guards have been withdrawn,and
The reiwrt relates to matters of general dieCrow camp near the Custer battle-field.1111 tho houses are running.
olplino that are of little intsrest to others than
members. One of thootses dealt with was a
The
Sioux were driven off with tha loss
charge of conduct unbecoming a delegate
brought against ham L. Lefflngwell,ok five warriors,who were promptly scalped.
District Assembly No. 103, of Indianapolis.
. .William Smith and Emil Kilmeyer
At a conference at Sharon, Pa., between

follaittl

fil» lltws,

HOLLAND

THE NEWS CONDENSED.
ASSEMBLY.

.

s

—a
.

His name was ordered to bo stricken
from the list of delegates.A com
mittao was appointed, which sent the

v

of

had

.

.

-

THE RAILWAYS.

““

r

r

r

following telegram to Gov. Bichard J . Oglesby, KUmeyer home, and calling him outside of tho Ch0nnn8° ' alley brQuch of the Lake
of Illinois,at Quincy,111.,where the Soldiers' beat him with a heavy club until he
Shore road, it was decided to push the conHome was dedicated : -The GeneralAssembly dead. Smith was
| 8tr>>otion of the branch line.
Knights of Labor, in annual conventionassom
Mod, both the blue and the gray, sends yon
It is reported from Albuquerque,N. M.,
poetin" on the occasion of the dedicationof
that tho Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe
the Soldiers and Sailors’Homo at Quincy. May
the duty so nobly done by your State bean inSalisbury,Md., was swept over by
^be Atlantic and Pacific Roads have
centive to other States to do likewise, until every needy hero
have the shelter
of a home."
tha afternoon session :r
u,e l>u6i,,e99
the General Assembly continued consideration
U 8e; don,ag<?' 0Ver Q miUlon has resigned/
~mxr«iuiu0>
of the report of the Committee on Appeals and
Grievances,and adopted a resolution deciding
The Grand Lodge of Masons of
that members of the InternationalCigarMakers’ Union must elect whether they will tacky decided that «Uoon-keepmg was
Wiogiss, the taI7e weather prophet,
remain mombors of that union or of the Order
of Knights of Labor, but that they cannot r&
main members of both. 'Hie report of the ComT“
the St‘
mittoo on Finance was presentedand a looted.
It provides that the salary of the Grand Master
ew
notifl0ed ffi he mn«t
Workman shall henceforth be $>,003 a year, and
A mob took three negroes, charged with the making
weather predictions
thoao of General Secretary and General Treao- arson, from a jail in Pickens County, Ala- I quit the Canadian civil service/ . .The
nror 83,0)0,and that the members of the ExCongregationalNational Council conecutive Board and General Worthy Foreman baraa, and hanged them to a
shall receive $1 per day and expenses while on

was

arrested.

THE SOUTH.

may
At

a

Ken-

GENERAL,

an

h“ “

pXZ^ch^9 ^H^peforLeb^
T^on

tatta

^

-.v, Cn

M"9l<?h t

tree.

ESsSHS*

d»^y.
The GeneralAssemblyKnightsof Labor began its last session of the convention of 1880 at
nine o’clock the morning of the 20th Inst The
first business token up was the report of the
e lauding Committee on Co-operation. After that
came the reportsof half a dozen special committees. One of these was that from the
Committee on Woman’s Work. Among the recommendations it prerentid t) the assembly
was one in favor of the appointment of a
woman who shonld investigate and report on
all subjects connoctoi with female wageworkers, and aid in the organisationof local
assemblies of women employed in the various
industries throughoutthe country. Kosolutions
were passed asking mercy for the seven men
condemnedto the gallows at Chicago, while
disavowingsympathy with the action of the anarchists.Among other important measures referred to the incoming legislative committee was a resolutiondemanding laws to
prohibit any member of Congress or any State
Legislature from acting as attorney for any person or corporation personally interested in the
legislationof the body in which he sits : also a
proposition that the coinage of silver be carried
to the lull extent of tho present legal limit,
and that obligationsof tho United States
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bly surprised by a field trial of a cotton Ur. Noble, of the Union Park Church, and
harvester, which, however, is not yet a respondedto by Moderator Cooke and the
complete
two assistant moderators. During (lie

success.

Sharp

shocks of earthquake were

perienced nt Char.cB.on Snmmervilta,

ex- cour8e

the week’s session much impor-
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lumbia. Savannah, Wilmington N. C., Toronto, Ontario, were burned out. The
Raleigh,Augusta Atlanta, Chattanooga, loss is $100,000, with insurance of $80,000.
Louisville,and other Southern pomts,
a
the 22d. Washmaton also felt the quake. I nAj,OT^Glouce8terlishmg
schooner, the
Rumbling sounds accompanied tho vibra- George L. Smith, with a crew of fourteen
tions, which were very severe, causing, in men, has been given up for lost. This
some instances,a good deal of apprehen- makes a total of twenty-seven vessels of
sion. Four shocks were felt at Charleston, the Gloucester fishing fleet lost so far this
while two or more disturbed the other cities year. The death roll has been increased
mentioned, but no damage is reported. to 116.
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The

late

hurricanealong

coast Canon Carmody, the

the gulf

Platwo-

well-nigh ruined the orange groves of

quemine parish,Louisiana, cuttingoff
thirds of the crop of the

State.

A

i.

Catholic chap-

lain at Halifax, refused to read service over

the corpse of

a

soldier

who

died while in

ftn intoxicated condition.Gen. Russell

he paid in tho same; also a resolution
Nkak Kilgore, Teras, Borne miscreant “"!!5^n(u0rde;e,dtl;e borial„ofthe.deZu
L
ceafiea With militaryhonors, after services
in favor of woman suffrage. The Com- r- 4 •
fired
six times with a Winchesternfle into by the Protestant chaplain.
mittee on Convict Labor reported in foor of taking atrong grounds againstthe com- an Internationaltrain, striking a New York Business failures for the week number
petition of convict labor with free labor, which
drummer m ihe
19gt againgt 17g
Tho ca8ualtie8
was adopted. The report of a special committee

w

*•

against continuingthe importationof Chinese
contract labor and in favor of the abrogation of
the Burlingame treaty with China was adopted.
The Committee on Bailway Insurancepresented
a report, which was adopted, protesting against
insurance schemes for the allegedbonoflt of
the employes of the Baltimore and Ohio and
Pennsylvania Bailroads,and callingon all
legislatorsto take action against what tho rosolutiou calls “compulsoryvoluntary insurance."
The Committeeon Education was continued
ontil tho next session, when it is expectedthey
will present a plan for the education of the
members of the order. The Executive Board
was authorized to purchase a homo in Philadelphia lor tho family of tin late Uriah S. Btovens.
tho founder of tb) order. Mr. Fowaorlv then
CJiigratulatod the members upon tho good work
accomplished during tin session, and tin general assembly odjourued.
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c a

in the Eastern
|

and Middle States are light,

while in the Western,Southern and Pacific

nommated for Con- Stales the number reported is above the
gressinthe Ninth New York District by I average ..... Captain Grace, of the steamthe County Democracy, Tammany Demoot the NotionalLine, died
&. b. Cox has been

^

Bhip
and the German Independents.
Other
nomination:

b01]y?Snbr>nght
Congressional
Kiret
steamerofwhiohhe was
ConnecticutDistrict, K. J. Vance, Demo, .
. ,
crat; Second New York, Felix Campbell, Us the Iast tnP of the ocean steamship
Democrat; Fourth New York, P. P. Ma- America, Captain Grace died from a coni°rntl|.democrat; Fifth New ^ork, A. gestive chill, caused by exposure to the
M. Bliss, Democrat; L ghth New \ork. T. storm for forty-two hours, and an insane
N. Campbell, Democrat; Tenth New York, Englishman leaped overboard and was seen
15. hpmola, Democrat; Eleventh New no more.
York, T. A. Merriam, Democrat; Twelfth
,
, „
New York, W. Bonrke Cochran, Democrat; The world s '•‘“•pionsh.pm base hall
EAST.
FifteenthNew York, E. L. Viele, Democrat;was won by tbe st- Loui9 Browns, who deTwenfy-sixthNew York, J. W. Downs, feated the Chicago League nina by 4 to 3.
The twenty-third annual convention of Democrat; Seventh New Y'ork, J. D. Law- The games of the past week will net the
tho Brotherhoodof LocomotiveEngineers son,
champions about $14,000.
cratB,
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THE

Republican.

convened in New kork ... Twenty- six
Gloucester (Mass.) fishing vessels,
valued at $164,000. and insured for
$118,400,have been lost since September, 1885; 104 men perished, leaving
twenjfrtwo _ widows and tifiy orphans.
. .The will of Samuel J. Tilden was
admitted to probate without opposition,and
the trustees immediately qualified. A coniest will be at once commenced on the
ground of indefiniteness. . .JohnP. Terry,
a petroleum broker of New York, with
property estimated at $10,000,000,died of
•consumption in Paris.... J. A. L. Whittier, the Boston attorney who embezzled
$250, COO from the estate of Miss Hied, has
Ixjen sentencedto four and one-half years
in the State prison.
.
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The Supreme Court of

Maine has de-

to

of his duties at Constantinople, in

toQ

order

'

_

“KLIGH.

erected by her husband. The question os
to whether the stolen remams of the late
Mr. Stewart were ever recovered is yet un-

partment

decided. Other recent deaths: Hon.
Mason W. Tappan, Attorney General of
New Hampshire; Judge William H. Hor-

Experience of the Troops on the Trail

,

The

T. U., at Minneapolis, passed resolutions
promising the Prohibitionparty support,
protestingagainst the Government’stoleration of the liquor traffic,denouncing the
use of fermented wine in the Lord s Supper, and demanding more pronounced
temperance utterance from the pulpit.
A minority report, that it was unwise
to pledge the support of the organization to any political party, even to tho Prohibitionists, was rejected by a vote of 150
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THE WEST.

On

farm near Shueyville,Iowa, Martin
Soukr.p fired a barn and killed the wives
of two neighbors who went to suppress the
flames. The tire in the house was put out
by neighbor#, who captured the madman
after a desperatestruggle, but the barn
was consumed, together with forty hogs,
a hoise, and a laige quantity of hay and
gram. Sonkup was taken to the Sioux
City jail for safe -keeping, and threats
to lynch tho saloon-keeper who sold
biui tfic whisky were made. . .From a mine
discovered last June in theNegaunee range
of Michigan six thousand tons of iron ore
lutvi* already been shipped. . .The disease

INDUSTRIAL NOTES.

a

One

life

was sacrificedafter the great

stock yards strike at Chicago had been set-

tled. Some of the Pinkerton guards on
their return to the city fired into a dense
crowd on Halsted street, and Terence Begley, a dealer in crippled cattle and an inoffensivecitizen, was killed.

Rumors

prevail at St. Paul, Minn., that

Phil Armour, of Chicago, ordered 5,000

.

.

loaves of bread, to be held in readiness for

shipmentto Chicago, to forestall an expected boycott of the men who had taken

known as “pink-oyer is prevalent to a large the places of the strikingpackers.
oxlcjit among horses at Milwaukee .....
Plans are being arranged at Pittsburg

is

irom

his last annual report:

The

efforts of a small party of Indians
to get through the lines south of Bowie,
near the boundanr, and their action in not
committing any depredations, indicated a
desire to surrender or get past the troops

I
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Prime Steers 5.00 @5 50
Good Shipping ........ 4.00 ft 175
Common ............... 3.00 @ 3,50
Hoas-ShippincGrades ......... 8.50 @ 4.25
FLoun-Extra Spring ........... 4.00 @4.50

Beeves— Choice

to

No. 2 Bod ................ 75
2 .......................35

@

Cohn— No.
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Bdttea— Choice Creamery ...... 25

@
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MILWAUKEE.

WnEAT--Caih.................... 74 @ .74)4
Corn— No. ...................... 35
mix
Oats— No. 2 ....................... 25 @ .26
Rye-No. L ....................... go @ .52
Pore— Mess ....... .............. 8.75 @9.00

TOLEDO,
2

....................

78

@

.79

DETROIT.
Beep Cattle

....................4.00 @5.00
Boos .............................
4.00 @ 175
SHEEP ............................8 50 (3 4 60
Wheat— Michigan Red ...........77
.79
Corn— No. 2 .........................
.39
Oats— No. 2 White ...............30
.81
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Wheat-No.

w

agency through the settlements and back
again to that source of evil, and every few
years their boys became full-fledgedwarriors, who, in order to achieve distinction
according to the traditionsand practicesof
their fathers, were compelled to commit
savage acts of devastation.

Mantua’ Hand Captured.
IWaahington dispatch.]

The

followingtelegramfrom General
Miles, dated Fort Apache, Arizona, has been
transmitted by General Howard to the War
Department:

A

detachment under Captain Cooper,

@

2.

No.

stroyed, and those at the agencies entirely

je

•

m

Apache Indians then

removed from that mountainous region.
The trails they had made in past years
showed that their raids had been from the

.78
3314

Fine Dairy ............. 16 @ .20
Cheese— Full Cream, Cheddar.. .11J<@ ,1134
Fall Cream, new ....... li)4@ .12U
Eoos— Fresh
................ 17 (<9
Potatoes—Choice, per bu ....... 40 «n .#5
Fobs— Mess ..................... 8.75 @ 8.00

2*

LOUia

...................

..

@

.75

@

2

2

@

Sheep ............................
8.50

:

Soon after assuming command of the
department, I became convincedthat there
could be no permanent peace or lasting
settlement of the chronic condition of the
warfare that had for centuries afflicted the
territoriesnow comprising Arizona and
on the war-path were captured or de-

..........................
84.25 @5.75
Hoos ........ ....................4.50 @ 5.25
Wheat-No. 1 White ............. 84
8414
No. 2 Red....; ..........88
*.&7
Corn— No. 2 ....................45 *1 47
Oats— White .................. [35
40
Pork-Now Mess ................ 10.25 @10.T5

Wheat—

extract:

states until the hostile

Bbbvm

Wheat—

days being the longest continuous' period.
They subsisted on two or three deer killed
by the scouts aud mule meat without salt.
Gen. Milos meant, from the first, to get
all the dangerous Indians out of the two
Territories, as is shown by the following

New Mexico and the bordering Mexican

THE MARKETS.

confirmed. The latest report is that Pork- New Mess.CINCINNATI. 9.00 @9.50
the act was committed in tho heat of pas- Wheat-No. 2 Bed. ............... 79 @ .79
Corn— No. 3 ....................... 88
38<4
sion because the young man resented some Oats-No. .......................27 @ .28
of the Czar’s harsh remarks.
Pork -Met* ......................9.6O @9.75
8.75 @ 4.25
Mb. Williams, a London socialist lead- LlV* Hotr .......................
BUFFALO.
Wheat-No. 1 Hard...; ..........84 @ .85
er, was banquetted on his release from
Corn— No. ......................... @ ,42y
prison. A number of incendiary speeches Cattle-,... ....................3.50 @125
were made, one of the speakers saying
INDIANAPOLIS.
that, if peaceable means failed, hundreds Beep Cattle ....................125 @5.03
Hoos ..............................
A75 @4.25
of thousands of people wore ready to stand
Sheep.... ...
8.00 @3.75
behind barricades and fire pot-shots at their Wheat— No. 2 Red ................ 74
74)4
enemies.... Justin McCarthy has been Corn— No. 2 ...................... :84 @
awarded a seat in the House of Commons
EAST LIBERTY.
to represent Londonderry,which he conCATTLE-Best ....................150 @ 5.25
tested against Charles Edward Lewis ....
....................4.25 @4.50
The Rev. Mr. Spurgeon made an attack on
Common ............... 8.50J @ 4.00
4.00 @4.50
Beecher, virtually calling him a blasphemes Hoos ..............................
Czar
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IWaahington spociall

The controversyas to what assurance
Gen. Miles gave Geronimo and his band
\ri
by tbe following, which is Gen.
MUes own language,and ia an extract

to tho agency. When near Fronteras
there was some communication between
Soft-coal operators, and representa- the Indians and the local authoriliesregarding terms of peace, but it amounted
tives of railways which cany their product,
to nothing, as the Indians would not place
are said to be considering a pooling project
themselves in the hands of the Mexicans.
for the regulationof mining rates, control At the request of Captain Lawton I joined
of tho output, and the maintenance of his command on the evening of September
prices.... In tue United Slates Supreme 3, at Skeleton Canyon, a favorite resort of
Court a decision of tho Illinois Supremo the Indians in former years, and well suited
Court was reversed in the case of the Waby name and tradition to witness the closbash, St. Louis So Pacific Railway Coming scenes of such an Indian war. While
pany against Tho People. The higher en route to join Lawton's command, Gerocourt holds in effect that the Illinois State nimo had sent his own brother with the inlaw of 1871, which was revised in 1873, terpreter to Fort Bowie to see me, and if
regulating transportation charges, cannot not as a hostage, as an assurance of their
apply to interstatetraffic, as such appli- submission aud desire to surrender, and as
cation would trench upon the constitutional nn earnest of good faith. Soon after
powers of Congress, and be u damaging reaching Lau ton’s command, Geronimo
restriction to the freedom of traffic.
came into our camp and dismountJames G. Blaine visited the college ed; then, coming forward unarmed,
from which he graduated, at Washington, he recounted his grievance, and the
cause of his leaving the reservation.
Pa., accompaniedby his uncle, John H.
Immediatelybefore and after the surrender
Ewing, 'JO years of age. They were pre- several official communications were resented to the students as the oldest and the ceived regardingthese Indians, but their
most distinguished living graduates .... By
surrender was in accordance with measures
the explosion of the boiler of a portable
I had taken and directionsgiven to bring it
saw-mill near Cuernavon, Pa., two men
about months before, and the direct result
were fatally injured and three others were of the intrepid zeal and indefatigable
seriouslycut. . .The fire in the mountains efforts of the troops in the field; when they
near Reading, Pa., has been extinguished, surrendered they had not ammunition
after 5,000 acres of valuabletimber land
enough to make another fight. At the time
had been burned over. A number of cattle referredto I did not suppose that the Inperished in the flames.
dians who surrenderedor were captured
John Bowles, confidential clerk in a would in any marked degree be considered
Montreal jewelry house, skipped to differentfrom those hostile Indians who
had in the past surrendered to others and
Rochester w ith a large amount of diamonds
to myself in other parts of the country.
and thirty gold watches ____ A threatening Snch men as Natchez and Geronimo occupy
lire occurred on the steamer Queen, after
the same stains as Red Cloud, who led tue
Fort Fettermau massacre; Chief Joseph,
leaching Liverpool fiom New York. The
vessel was flooded with water aud the fire
Rain-in-the-Face,
Spotted Eagle, Sitting
Bull, aud thousands of others, many of
subdued. .. .Failures are announced of
Rothschilds& Co., wholesale jewelers at whom have burned and mutilated their livToronto, Ontario, for $100,00(1; and of ing victims.
Helbronuer«fc Co., clothing, at PhiladelThe report gives in some detail and very
phia, for $51,000.
graphically accounts of the experience of
As a train was pulling out from Fort the troops in pursuing the Indians and of
the fighting that occurred. In speaking of
Smith, Ark., a big negro entered a sleeper,
one of tho pursuits through Arizona he
refused to pay fare, aud was removed to a
says:
In this pursuit Lieut. Brett displayed
passenger coach only with the greatest
great energy and determination.The Indifficulty.Here it became evident that he
dians, going over the roughest mountains,
was insane, us he pulled out a knife and
breaking down one set of horses, would
cut three men and an aged woman in a
dangerousmanner. When it appeared that abandon them and pass straight over the
highest ranges and steal others in the valthe negro was about to run amuck in the
car Sneriff Hawkins, of Washington leys below, while tho troops, in order to pursue them, were obliged to send their horses
County, drew his revolver and shot him
dead.
around the impassable mountain heights
Wine for sacramental uses is the only and follow the trail on foot, climbing in
tho ascent aud sliding in Ihe descent. He
kind of liquor that will henceforth bo al- went at one time twenty-six hours without
lowed to enter Alaskan ports ..... The Sechalt and was without water during eighteen
Lours in tbe intense heat of that season.
retary of War has given orders that Chief
Of Capt. Lawton’s pursuit he says:
Mangos and two of his braves bo sent with
From that time Capt. Lawton, with a fresh
Geronimo to Fort Pickens.
command, assumed the arduous and diffiFire at Versailles, Mo., destroyed busicult task of pursuing them continuously
ness buildings valued at $50,000 ____ The
through the broken mountainous country
Mayor of Chicago has forwarded to of Sonora for nearly three months'.
A portion of the command leading on the
Charleston the sum of $6,000, raised upon
his appeal to the charitable.
trail were without rations five days, three
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Rations.

National Convention of the W. C.

mat-

Distric, of Pennsylvanianominated
diction over tho sale of liquors at the SolHome at Togus. and that they are ward Scull for Congress. .The interest in small arms captured. . .Major General Sir
not liable to seizure while passing through politics in -New York is great. The regis- H. T. MacPherson,commander of the
tratiou this year is only about 6,000 less British army of occupation in Burmah, is
the Stifle, destined for the home.
than in the last Presidentialcampaign. dead.
Joseph B. Clarke, formerly Mayor of
Beckmann, a Berlin architect, has conManchester,N. H., hanged himself betracted with the Japanese Government to
cause of political disappointment and busiGeneral Miles reports the capture of erect at Tokio a large palace for the future
ness cares.
. W. J. Sherman, the Catholic
Maugus and ten others belongingto Gero- Imperial Parliament, a palace for the Minpriest of Brooklyn charged by Julia Mulvaney with deceiving her by a mock marriage, pleaded not guilty aud was held for
examination.... In the Supremo Court of
??ed ^ °^ltlvato 8°°d relato)n8
New York, George H. Tilden has brought propriationswill be held in
a
an action to contest the will of Samuel J. Nov. 2. It is Mr. Randall'sintention to W.lth /he ^erent .Go.7®rn“eD .8»
°Jir^0
Tilden. ...The planing- mill of Calkins A have the api ropriation bills ready for I V!fW ^ward lrTT?£
'
^ad"
Co., at Tonawanda, N. Y., valued at $25,- action by the House soon after it assembles.
nr
. I dington, French Ambassador to London,
€00, was destroyed by fire. The works of
Rumors come from Washington that has protested,under instructionsfrom his
the Canada Paper Company, at Windsor,
PresidentCleveland and General Sheri- Government,ara nst the Britishoccupation
were also burned, the loss being $200,000,
don will endeavor to reduce their circumTurkey is in accord with France
which falls wholly on insurance companies
in the United States.
ference by massa*o treatment. . .President S‘b,e. °fnPn°
th6 “'“P"11011' a,ld
hae appointed Daniel N. Look- ltaT 8,a 8aPP,,rt8herMbs. A. B, Pabhonb secured a hall at Cleveland
- Northern District of
Unknown parties wrecked a national
wood* Attorney for the
O arge, New Jersey, for a Sunday lecture, New York, and Lucias M. Lamar to be school at Cahirmurphy,Ireland,to which
by bursting open the door. . .The schooner Marshal for the Southern District of Georthe teachers had admitted children of boyJohn W. Monson, which sailed from Bos- gia.... The Secretary of the Interior has cotted citizens ____ The Skinners’ Company
ton August 11, is given up for lost. Charles declined to recommend the removal of has sold 35,000 acres of land in LondonDotv was her master, and she carried a Major J. H. Waggoner, recentlyappointed derry to 1,000 tenants, in accordancewith
crow of ten men. . .Henry Villard has re- United Stales Pension Agent at Knoxville, the provisions of the Ashbourne act, on
turned to New York, commissioued by Tenu., upon the request of leading Demo- terms similar to those of the sales made by
German capitaliststo make investments. crats. Tho request for the Major’s re- other city
<
moval was made by Democrats who urged
#
. A destructivefire occurred in tho busiThe
death is announced of Baron
ness portion of Farmington, Maine. The that the Major had voted, after the war,
Frederick Ferdinand von Beust, the disbuildings burned include two hotels; three to disfranchise the Confederates. The
Secretorysays that to recommend this tinguished German statesman, in his 78th
churchos, the jail, and the postoffice.
removal would not be the best way to heal year.
the issues of the war.
The killing of Baron Beutem by the
diere*

—Three Days Without

ner, of the Circuit Court of St. Louis.

prominent.
.

Extracts from. Gen. Miles' Report to the War De-

York millionaire merchant,died suddenly
the other morning in the marble palace

be relieved The Episcopal Council at Chicago has
view of elected Rev. R. M. Kirby, of Pottsdam, N.
bis nomination for Congress from a New Y.. Bishop of Nevada, and Rev. Etholbert
York district — The b orld'a Washington Talbot, of Macon, Mo., Bishop of Wyoming
special says it is not deemed at tho White and Idaho.
House a violationof the President’s
for a Federal officialto be a delegate
^
any kind of county or State convention, T„
.~Z ... ., _
Crofters of Kilmuir, Isle of Skye, atprovided he conductshimself while there . ‘ a Bermou at Dublin, the Catholic
wilh decorum and does not make his office Bi8hop of Meath denounced moonlighters tacked a force of police who were assisting
as the greatestenemies of Ireland, and in- the Sheriff to make evictions. The military
Minister Cox is willing to return to Biste^ that through him or the parish was called upon for aid, and charged the
Crofters with the bayonet, wotfhdingsevTurkey to close np some diplomatic
St0lf? aral8-t0
,
.... the rightful owners, or he would
organize eral. Six were arrested. . .Numerous Limtors lott unsettled at lus departure, if Mr. a committeeto bring offenders to justice.
erick tenants are paying (heir rents readily.
Bayard thinks it necessary; otherwisehe ....Advicesfrom China say that the Some have been granted'' largo reductions.
will resign and again enter political life. French recently had a fight with about two
In one case the rent has been reduced from
After balloting .for six weeks, the Re- thousand piratesnear Hoolac, Tonquin, in £332 to £200, and in another from £212 to
publicanconference in the Seventeenth wb*cb more than five hundred Anamese £140.
Minister Cox has asked

cided that the State courts havo no juris-

.

THE APACHES.

Mbs. Oobnelia Stewabt, widow of
the late Alexander T. Stewart, the New

to 33.

___

por

:^Jeatzed
dollS
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three squaws, aud five children; also,
twenty-nine mules and five ponies, all of
which were brought in.
Viele, Captain Commanding.
These Indians have been parsaed by
Lieutenant Johnson and others through
Chiricahua, Mexico, aid New Mexico since
September 7.
Miles, General Commanding.
A later dispatch, dated San Francisco,
from Assistant Adjntant General MoKeever, says the following telegram had been
received from General Miles:
Mamma, who was captored by Capt.
Cooper, states that part of his band was
captnred by Mexicans and never heard
from afterward.This would seem to confirm other reports, and gave rise to the report that Mangus himself had been killed.
Capt. Viele, commanding . Fort Apache,
states that he believeswe have all that are
left of the Mangas party.”
It is learned at the War Department that
the Indians above referred to formed a
part of Geronimo’s band, but separated
from that warrior’s band last April when
he offered to snrrenderto Gen. Crook.
Nothing definite was known of Mangos'
movements after the separation,but it was
reported that he had escaped into Mexico
and had been killed by the Mexicans.
“
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HOW JOHN BROWN DIED.
A Southern Eye-WItneu Dencrlbes Hid Laat
Moment*.

she was meas-

ured she stood on her tiptoes.
[J.

iTOLLAND
The

CITY.

MIOHIGAN.

population of France has

creased only 500,000

in-

in five years.

Eight hundred and sixty-twothou-

Speaking to a newspaper correspondent the other day of the seven days'
battles around Richmond, Jeff. Davis
said Gen. Lee conceived and executed
the desperate plan to turn the flank and
rear of McClellan’s army, which drove

sand barrels of apples were shipped to

it from Richmond. He said that the
London, Liverpool,and Glasgow from failure to annihilatethe Federal army
this country between August, 1885, and was due chiefly to the fact that Gen.
May, 1886.
Lee had no maps of the country below
Richmond,
and that his army moved in
The English and American press has
ignorance
of the country and with
persistently called Frank Liszt “abbe.”
guides
who,
for the most part, proved
As a matter of fact ho was a canon,

and was always known by that
the continent— except in

on
France, where
title

he was known by a bewilderingvariety
of clerical and secular titles. Canon

L. T. Preston, In the Bivouac.]

“Shortly before 11 o’clock the prisoner was taken from jail and the funera
cortege was put in motion. First came
three companies, then the criminal’s
wagon drawn by two large white horses.
John Brown was seated on his coffin,
accompanied by the Sheriff and two

other persons. The wagon drove to
the foot of the gallows, and Brown descended with alacrity and without
assistance, and ascended tho steep steps
to the platform.

“His demeanor was intrepid, without
being braggart. He made no speech
whether lie desired to make one or no
I do not know; even if he hod desirec
themselves utterly inefficient. He said it, it would not have been permitted.
that Gen. Lee’s object in the retreat
Any speech of his must of necessity
from Petersburg was to reach Danville, have been unlawful, as being directet
and then to unite with Gen. Johnston against the peace and dignity of the
commonwealth,and as such could no
and crush Sherman before Grant could
be allowed by those who wore then encome up.
gaged in the most solemn and extreme

MICHIGAN AFFAIRS

form of Senator Chandler, of Michigan,
who was approachingthe hotel by a
long diagonal from the southwest side
of the avenue. Tho Senator met me
without the usual morning salutation,
but with the announcement, in tones
expressive of indignation,that “they
had just murdered Ellsworth at Alexandria.” Starting as though touched
into life bv electricitv, the lounger
having exclaimed, with a prelude of
shocking expletives, “That’s a lie,”
hastened to the corner of Fourteenth
street,and, having stretched his neck
to enlarge his view and the better
scrutinize the clouds above Alexandria,
he returned,and, as if to complete his
impious ejaculation, said : “I tell you
if

our colonel

—Mrs. Rcidi, of Romeo, was

—A

son of John Wise, of Three
paper and died.

little

Divers, ate

—The

fly

bodies of twenty drowned people

hove been taken out of the Saginaw River
during the last six months.

W. M.

—

H. Coblcigh, aged 73, a wealthy

him.

farmer living near East Saginaw, was kill-

ed by the wind blowing a

heavy gate on
«

—Bronson formerly had two lawyers.
One of them has become a preacher and
the other has gone

had been murdered you

-

would see a
black smoke stretching all over Alexandria.”Leaving him
to his cogitations,the Senator and I
proceeded to the office of the hotel,
where I heard the sad story of Ellsworth’s death, which was so brief and
so sad as to make one feel that a cruel
fate had led him to the very portal of
his goal and there excluded him pervindication of the law.
emptorily and forever, thus denying him
“John Brown’s manner gave no evithe realization of the aspirations which
dence of timidity, but his countenance
had exacted from him so many sacriwas not free from concern, and i
fices.”— #<m. W. 1). Kelley.
seemed to me to have a little cast o
wildness. Ho stood upon the scaffolc
Lee at Fredericksburg.
but a short time, giving brief adieus to
In the Century, Maj. J. Horace Lacy
those about him, when he was properly
pinioned,the white cap drawn over hfs gives some of his reminiscences of Gen.
face, the noose adjustedand attachei Lee. From his article wo quote as
to the hook above, and he was moved, follows : “Ascending the heights, I soon
blindfolded,a few steps forward. It reached what was called tho headquarwas curious to note how the instincts o ters battery of Gem Lee. Afar across
nature operated to make him careful in the valley and river in the gray light of
putting out his feet, ns if afraid he the early morning could be seen the
would walk off the scaffold. The white porches of my home, Chatham,
man who stood unblenched on the brink made historic by Federal army correof eternity was afraid of falling a few spondents, as the ‘Lacy House.’ The
porches were filled with officers and
feet to the ground
“Everything was now in readiness. gayly-dressedwomen, and from half a
The Sheriff asked tho prisoner if ho score of brass bands rang out across the
should give him a private signal before valley ^Yankee Doodle,’ and ‘Hail,
the fatal moment. He replied in a Columbia !’ The commanding officer of
voice that sounded to mo unnaturally the battery asked me if I would permit
natural— so composed was its tone am him to scatter the unbidden guests at
so distinct its articulation— that ‘it did my home. At his request I asked Gen.
not matter to him if only they did not Lee to .authorize the fire of the heavy
keep him too long waiting.’ Ho was guns, which would have laid Chatham
kept waiting, however; tho troops that in the dust, With a smile ho refused,
had formed his escort had to be put in and, asking me to walk with him, we
their proper position, and while this withdrew a short distance. Ho then
was going on he stood for some ten or motioned me to sit by him on tho trunk
fifteen minutes blindfolded, the rope of a largo tree.
"Looking across at Chatham through
round his neck, and his feet on the
treacherous platform, expecting in- his field-glass he said, ‘Major, I never
stantly tho fatal act; hut ho stood for permit the unnecessaryeffusion of
this comparatively long time upright as blood. War is terrible enough, at its
a soldier in position and motionless. I best, to a Christian man ; I hope yet to
was close to him, and watched him nar- see you and your dear family happy in
rowly to see if I could detect any signs your old home. Do you know I love
of shrinkingor trembling in his person, Chatham better than any place in the
but there was none. Qnce I thought I world except Arlington ! I courted and
saw his knees tremble, but it was only won my dear wife under tho shade of
those trees. By the way, not long
the wind blowing his loose trousers.
“His firmness was subjected to still since I was riding out with my staff,
further trial by hearing Col. Smith an- and, observing how your grand old
nounce to tho Sheriff: ‘We are all trees had been cut down by those peoready, Mr. Campbell.’ Tho Sheriff ple, I saw that a magnificenttulip popdid not hear, or did not comprehend, lar at the head of tho ravine, north of
and in a louder tone the same an- the house, was still standing, and, with
nouncement was made; but the culprit somewhat of your rhetoric, I said to
still stood steady, until the Sheriff, de- Venable and Taylor: “There is nothing
scending the flight of steps, with a well in vegetable nature so grand ns a tree.
directed blow of a sharp hatehet, sev- Grappling with its roots tho granite
ered the rope which held up tho trap- foundations of tho everlasting hills, it
door, which instantly sank sheer be- reaches its sturdy and gnarled trunk on
neath him. He fell about three feet, high, spreads its branches to the
and the man of strong and bloody hand, leavens, casts its shadow on the sward,
of fierce passions, of iron will, of won- and the birds build their nests and sing
derful vicissitudes,the terrible partisan amid its umbrageous foliage. Behold,
of Kansas, the capturer of tho United ;ho monarch stripped of attendantsand
States arsenal at Harper’s Ferry, tho guards awes the vandal by the simple
would-be Catiline of tho South, tho majesty of his sublime isolation” Pockdemigod of the Abolitionists, the man eting my field-glass,and riding on, I
execrated and lauded, damned and leard mingled with laughter a request
prayed for, tho man who, in his mo- rom the young gentlemen that I would
iring my glass to boar once more on
tives, his means, his plans, and his successes, must ever be a wonder, a puz- the monarch of the forest. I looked,
zle, and a mysterv— John Brown— was and even while I had been talking tho
ax of the vandal was laid to the root,
hanging between heaven and earth.
“There was profoundeststillnessdur- and the monarch had fallen.’
“Then, moved by emotiotf'unusualto
ing the time his struggles continued,
growing feebler and feebler at each iis calm and equable nature, he conabortive attempt to breathe. His knees tinued, T had three hundred acres of
were scarcely bent, his arms were woodland at Arlington. Serving tho
drawn up to a right angle at the elbow, United States Government for many
with the hands clenched,but there was years on the frontier. I marked with my
no writhing of the body, no violent own hand each tree that was to be used
heaving of the chest. At each feebler for timber or fuel. They tell me all
effort at respiration his arms sank lower my trees are gone— yours are all gone’;
and his legs hung more relaxed, un- then rising from the log, with a fire
til at last, straight and lank, ho dan- and a passion rarely witnessed in him,
gled. swayed slightly to and fro by the and with all the majesty of his sublime
jresence, he said : ‘Major, they have
wind.”
our trees; they shall never have tho
An Incident of Ellsworth’sDeath.
land /’

K)0 years

old last week.

into the pension busi-

ness.

—Ten

persons were serionslypoisoned
Adrian by drinking new cider. Physi-

at

cians declare that arsenic had been mixed
with the beverage.

i

Liszt

it

should be, but Abbe Liszt

it

has

been and probably will be.

Forty

years ago

a

New

The
Jersey rail-

road refused permission to Henry
OTteilly, who died recently in New
York City, to erect posts and build a
telegraph line along the road from
Washingtonto New York on the ground
that the “telegraph would interfere
with travel, by enabling persons to
transact businessby its means, instead
of using the railroad.”

story that

Cuba

desires to bo

annexed to the United States is
vived, and

it

is stated

re-

there are various

reasons for this desire on the part of
the

Cubans. In the

first place, tho

natives very greatly admire our form of

government, and dislike that under
which they live. Then, they are largely
intermarriedwith Americans and linked
with our business interests. American
higher in Cuban estimationthan that of

mann Cohn, of Breslau, objects strongly Spain. In Cuba the English language
to tho slate ordinarilyused by school is spoken by all of the better classes,
children, and proposes the use of white and the Spanish is almost despised on
stone slabs. Dr. Steffan, in a recent account of tho tyranny of the mother
number of the Monatsschriftfur country. Spain takes everything from

they could get in a close relation with

the United States, more protectionand
Senator Don Cameron writes his internal encouragementin the way of
name in hotel-registers,preceded and improvement.
followed by a heavy dash “J. D.
Ouida appears to have won for herCameron.” Being a very modest man,
the prefix or suffix of “Senator” is very self unenviable notoriety, by her recent
repugnant to him, and he hit upon tho article in the North American Review

ambitious upon female suffrage. Of her, Julian
hotel clerks, who persistently disregard Hawthorne says: “Why not draw the
his requeststo leave off all appendages line at Ouida? TlieJre is nothing in
dashing expedient to head

to his

off

her, mentally, morally, or physically,

name.

woman can respect.
human nature (such as

which any man or

Bicycle

riding, like roller-skating,

has produced

a

The

new class of disease.

it

dignity of

is) is lowered

by

her exof the un-

the fact of

affeetbn of tho spine and kid- istence ; and every overt act
neys, resulting from tho continual jar fortunate creature has been a mischievof tho machine. Six or eight cases of ous and unclean act. In literature,she
It is an

it are

known

that cannot bo classified has what

by their symptoms with any heretofore

and

is called

she has

a

the

sense

of

‘color,’

prurient imagination

;

known ailment.

In every instanceit but she has always thrown the weight
can be traced to the wheel. It exists of what talent she possesseson the side
only, however, in

men of

feeble organ-

izations and non-elastic constitution.

“Roscoe Conkling,” said a New
mind. He

York jeweler, “has a broad

tue

only a great lawyer, but his gen-

is not

eral information is great.
great

many

calls

them

chains and

all

He

has a

charms, and he

keepsakes He

asks

questions about tho jewelry business
which prove that he knows what he

is

of evil, though she has lacked the
courage to do so avowedly. She has
always conducted her foul raids under
the name and stylo of Innocence, Vir-

&

Co. But even were

her

romances all that they are not, there is
still no reason why she should be called
upon to express her views on female
suffrage. Tho poor woman has nothing in tho way of what are commonly
called brains; and save under thestimujusofsome obscenity or other, even

about. The other day, when he
ordered a pair of sleeve-buttons,he
her animal instincts are torpid.”
drew a diagram showing just the size
and thickness he wanted them made.
The symptoms of pleuro-pneumonia,
No jeweler could have drawn it more or cattle plague, are thus described
talking

:

clearly or more correctly.”

In its nature it is

a

specific infectious

disease, generally affecting the luhgs

Knights Templar have to pay and the lining membrane of tho chest,
pretty well for their membership. producing a particular form of lobar or
Seventy-five dollars is about the aver- lobular pleuro-pneumonia, and in tho
joining tho Masonic fra- mojority of cases, if not in all, it is

age fee for

ternity itself, then the chapter fee

is

transmitted through the medium of ira^
about $50 more, and the commandery pure air— hence its localization in the
$100. The outfit costs at least $150, lungs. Inoculation with tho fluid from
and the yearly dues amount altogether the diseased lungs does not produce
to about $12. That makes a total of any effect on other than the bovine
about $387 for the first year, with $100 species, but in this its action is most
added if a man wants to be a member energetic. Producing after a certain
of tho consistory. There is said to be interval characteristiclesions at tho
a lodge in New York that it costs $500
seat of inoculation, the morbid change
to join at all, and in which the dues are
or ineffectiveprocess soon involves
large in proportion.
parts beyond, and if not chocked may
Bismarckianrelic hunters have had cause most serious damage and even tho
a fine harvest in Franzensbad, where death of the inoculatedanimal ; though
it does not develope tho lung lesions
the rooms wliick the great statesman
occupied in the Hotel Huebner have always observe un accidental infection,
been fairly stormed and ransacked ye(| there is a local anatomical simiThe apartment in which the Iron Chan- larity or identity. The malady is slow
and insidious in its course, lasting from
cellor had worked became the scene of
two to three weeks to as many months,
a stand-up fight among the intruders.
the chief symptoms being fever, a diEverything that the Prince could possiminished appetite, a short cough of a
bly have touched was considered a good
peculiar and pathognomonic character,
prize— paper clippings, quills, candle,
with quickened breathing and pulse
and cigar ends, toothpicks, pencils, and
and physical indications of lung and
the primitiveporcelain inkstand itself.
Some of the most intrepidinvaders are chest disease. The progress of the
malady is marked by exacerbation of
said to have triumphantly carried off
the symptoms, and toward the end
the soap, soap-dishes, and glasses of the

On the door
study

at

of Prince Bismarck’s

Friedrichsrnhe are notches in-

members
the family. They are as follows
Prince Bismarck, 6 feet 2 inches;
dicating the height of all the

of

:

Count Herbert, 6 feet 1} inches; Count
William, 6 feet and i inch; Count
Rantzan (Bismarck’sson-in-law), 5 feet
10} inches; Priqcess Bismarck, 5 feet

felt it would be more agreeable to
s
spend the night amid the pleasuresof

great debility and emaciation, the capital than to go to Alexandria and
death generallyensuing after the heotio share in the skirmish his colonel anfever has set in. Recovery is some- ticipated. When the first cigar stand
in the neighborhoodopened, he prowhat rare. The pathologicalchanges
cured one, and having lit it, leaned
are generallylimited to the chest and
against the eastern jamb of the door of
its contents, and consists in a peculiar the hotel, and with his left leg crossed
marble-likeappearance of the lungs on in front of the right one, which bore
section, and fibrinous deposits on the his weight, he now and again inconpleural membrane, with often-times tinently beat time with the toe of his
left foot. The figure was a striking
great effusion into the cavity of the one.
throat Fortunately it is entirely conWhile I contemplatedit, and wonthere

washstand.

When Ellsworth’s Zouaves were embarking for Alexandria,I was on a train
from Philadelphia to Washington.
When I reached Willard’s,which at
that time was my Washington home,
the sun was just rising. It was too
late to retire in the hope of sleeping
and was too early for business. I
thereforedetermined to while away an
hour or two in observing the awakening life of the city as it would appear
on Pennsylvaniaavenue. Among the
first stragglers who attracted my notice
was a member of the Zouaves. Ho was
a broad-shouldered,muscular man more
than six feet high, whose position, even
in a regiment of 1,100 men, would bo
near to, if not absolutely on its right.
He was evidently a stragglerwho had

is

8} inches, and Countess Mary von fined to the bovine species ; no well- dered whether, with all his enthusiasm,
Rantzan, the Prince’s daughter, 5 feet authenticatedinstances of Its transmis- Ellsworth would be able to reduce long
8 inches. This gives an average height sion, either accidental or experimental, associated bands of such men as this to
of 5 feet 11 inches for the whole family.

to other species have been recorded.

obedience, and to extract military service

from them, my eye rested on the sturdy

__

___

_

________________
_ ______

______

"Three years after tho close of tho
war I was a visitor at the homo of Gen.
.ee, then President of Washington and
)ee University. After dinner the
General retired, and I was invited to
see Mrs. Lee in her chamber. She
was a great suffererand confirmed invalid, incapable of motion save in a
rolbr-chair, which it was tho chief deght of him who had so long directed
great armies to move from room to
room, bending over her with tho grace
of a Sidney and the devotionof a youthful lover. I told Mrs. Lee the story
which I have so imperfectlyattempted
to reproduce. Need I tell any woman
who reads these pages that the tears
streamed down that patient, furrowed
face, or that a light and joy from beyond the stars beamed through those
tears, as she knew that the thoughts of
her great husband wandered far away
from tho clash of arms to the memories
of their youthful love and courtship
under the shade of "her ancestral oaks,
for Chatham was originally the propertv
of a near relative. As I concluded the
sentence, ‘They shall never have the
land,’ hearing a slight noise, I turaed
and saw the General, who had silently
entered, in dressing-gown and slippers.
The great buck-shot drops slowly rolled
down that face, whose calm was never
broken by the earthquake shock of battle. Slowly and silently he retired,
and I could but feel the deepest compunction that words of mine should
have sent another pang through that
great heart.*

___ _______
_

a*

..

W.,..

all night, breakingchain

and destroying painted scenery.
— Jouathau Sylvester,of Assyria,is having a serioustime with awheat-harb, which
got into his throat while thrashing. His
throat has been lanced severaltimes.

—The village of Clinton sued the Lake
Shore Railroad Company for fast running
through the corporation. The company settled the matter by paying $25

and

costs.

—A horse "stolen” from tho pasture of
George Cues, of Assyria, recently, was,
after an arduous search by tho owner and
officers,found in a neighboring field,

jumped

having

the fence.

—“As to General Wi’lcox,” says the New
lork Times, “the eminent fitness of his

1

Augenheilkundc, shares Dr. Cohn’s Cuba, and gives her nothing, unless it
objections to the slate, but recommends is protection when Spanish interests
white-enameled tinned iron as the best are jeopardized The Cubans believe
materialfor writing tablets.

roamed abont

;

business of every description stands

The well-known oculist, Dr. Her-

—Roughs turned a blind horse loose in
the opera house at Nashville, where it

appointment will not

questioned. His

lie

is a (lislingnished military record, going
back to tho Mexican war, into which be en-

West

tered directly after Lis graduation at

Point, and including the whole of the civil
war.”

-Detroit Free Press: Tho
destructionof Sabine Pass

is

story of the

fall of pathos,

and excitesthe warmest commiserationfor
the sufferers. It is calculated moreover,
to

make

the dwellers

on streams like

the

Detroit extremelythankful that they cav

on tho great water highway without

live

risk of inundation.

Michael Welch, aged 20, while drawing sand from a hill at Grand Rapids, was

caught by a landslide.His wagon was

ho

crushed,

fell under the horse, and the

sand. Two

horse was partly covered with

younger brotherswho witnessed the accident dug out the buried youth, and ho was
able to walk homo.
—Quartermaster General Hart has concluded arrangementsby which all of the

Michigan State

troops

wM] bo provided

with Winchesterrifles. They will probably

be

received within tho next

thirty days.

The plan to provide tho entire militia with

more modern arms has been a pet
of Gen. Hart, and
him immensely.

its

project

success has pleased

— A stranger called at tho residence of
Dr. Mere, and informed his wife that he
wished to pay a bill. He said ho owed $10
and was anxious to settle the amount, as
he did not

know when he could call again.

Mem said she would receipt for the
money and was given a check for $15.
Mrs.

She gave him $5 in change, and he politely

bowed himself away. It was

afterward

discovered that the check was bogus.— Free
Press.
— Tho

I

psilantiSentinel is down on the

work of the humanitarians

who

have

changed the prison garb, which used te be
so conspicnons that an escaped prisoner
would have to hide until be could procure
other clothing if he got away, while hie
chances of getting away unobserved were
small, but

is

now

n stripe indistinguishable

from an ordinary dress beyond (he walls,
so that a prisoner, if he gets outside,con
walk off at his leisure.

—At Jackson were arrest xl Jew Hatch
and Sidney Wiltz, two boys, aged 11 and
13 respectively,
for the larceny of $47

from

Mrs. Holden. Mrs. Holden is Hatch’s
aunt, and he it was who entered the house
and committed the robbery a few days ago,
while Wiltz stood ou gu ird and wai ed for

him. The
nished

boys th n built a hut and fur-

it with pistols, hatchets,and other

things, and proceededto org inizo a Jesse

James gang, which was accomplished, with
Hatch as leader. Tho boys dinted the
affair at first, hut finally made a confession
in court. They were bound over to the
Circuit Court, with bonds at $20 each,
which were furnished by their parents.

—Tho

last month has borne starling and

conclusive evidence of tho inton

commonness ofYhe

<ity

perils which

navigation on thelakis. In

fact,

and the

menace

so numer-

ons have been the losses that they seem out
of proportion to the number of vessels
ployed

and

the

em-

amount of business which

they are capable of transacting. Is it that
there

is

defectiveseamanship,or imperfect

construction of vessels, which aids to swell

the frightful total of losses in life and
property attending tho navigation

lakes? Without any

no

positive statement

of

the

statistics to refer to,

can be made, but

it

would seem at a superficial glance that the
Northern lakes afford the most dangerous
Waters known to navigation.It can hardly
be possible that inferiority of seamanship
can be responsible for this condition, and
yet there seems no adequatereason why
the lakes should be so detractive of

Chicago

“

*>

____________

“
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HOLLAND CIT7 NEWS.
WILLIAM

H.

ROGERS,

In

that during

said office in the event of

my administration
of

my

election

Notice is hereby given that my wife
difflcnlty has been experienced in transacting pubMartena having left my bed and board
lic business on account of my inabilityto speak
that hereafter I will not be responsible for
the Hollandlanguage, and that during that period any debts contractedby her on ray ac
only one person, according to my best recollection
Louis De Kraker,

Editor.

count.

Saturday, October 30, 1886.

required the assistance of an interpreter.
Wic. P.

For the JlclUind Git!/ News.

officer has

Vocal Music celebrated the thirtiethanui
versary of its organizationon Tuesday
evening, October 19, at the residenceof

Van

mem

members and friends of the
organization. The evening was spent
very pleasantly and socially by singing,
addresses, etc. Mr. John Kerkhoff was
hers and ex

assigned the task of giving those present
a brief account of the the start of the So-

ciety and a history of its career. The
Society was organizedOctober, 14, 1856,

Van

Lente, father of the

present. leader, in a log

house on the cor-

and Sixteenth street. Here
members received instruction in the
sinking of Dutch psalms and hymns and
the even\ngs of their meetings were
always spent pleasantly and socially and
with profit to the members. In 1865 the
present leader, after an absence of three
ner of Land

1 the

years in the

War

of the Rebellion,took

the leadershipand added to the Dutch
songs English music. In 1872 the Society

was so prosperous that they erected a
for their

use by

hall

own use which has since been

them. The number

in

of persons

having belongedto this Bocie'y and

been absent from bis post of duty so

generally for part of each day and at times for a

offleient

assistant,could always be found daring

FIRST

berth,

two hunmany whom are deceased. On the
10th of February, 1874, Mr. F. Van
ceived instruction is more than

to the

C.

Van

was institutedIn

ment in literature and knowledge genwhich is at present suspended.
The Society’;} present membership is not
the

all devote themselves with zeal to

ganization. At the re-union meeting

or-

on the 14th of
October and all members, ex-members
and friends of the cause be Invited in
a re-union

.

•

vast Stock of

;

'

t

;

;

•

*,

t

Clothing

*

having recently enlarged our store, and have
also just received the largest

and

best stock of

PALL AND WINTER CLOTHING
ever kept in

Holland. We have

Boys’ Soils for $1.50 to $10.

Men’s Suits for $1 to $20.
and

all well

made, good

fitting

garments.

CUSTOM DEPARTMENT

IN OUR

we have some

of the finest

which we make in the Latest Styles and at
reasonable prices.

GIVE US

voter, you will grant that your ballotis for

greatestgood to the greatest

AH EAELY

CALL

!

Toilet Articles

number? He who

Perfumes and
and be assured of perfect satisfaction in
Toilet Waters

votes otherwise forgets the high duties of citizen-

long as this Society was in existence there

should b'e held

general stock of goods.
a

ministration or the government: the right, or the

Resolved,That every year hereafter as

.

Store, Suitings, Overcoatings and
Trouserings,
SCHOUTEN,

the simple purpose of securinga beneficialad-

was

it

WARD

You are a citizen and a voter, and na such we
Dr. F. J.
Prop
common interest,and
of great public concern.
Having purchasedthe business and stock of
As a citizenyou certainlyfeel bound to promote
the general good. Were an enemy to invade the
land, you would join In measures of defence, and
perhaps die as a patrioticsoldier; were some wide
spread evil in’ the laud, you would deplore the of the late firm of Best & Lamlaal,I have renocalamity,and make personaleffortsto save life
vated and fitted up the store in first-clues
style and have added largely to the
and property.
As

large, being only ten members, but they

'

Heady-Made

Drugs and Medicines,

the neighborhpod of this city for improve-

erally,

•••

address you on a matter of

cemetery by the members of the
this Society

••

Drug

Loo.

To the Reader.

society and a large number of his friends.

A branch of

Velvet and Astrakhan Ostrich Plumes,

Tips and fancy Feathers. We have also a
business hoars. “Zfe Hollander" charges that Mr.
full line of novelty hat trimmings such as
Kelly promised to appoint a Hollanderas assistplain and fancy Astrakhan,plush, velvet,
ant to accommodate those speakingonly the Holribbons, etc. Ladies call and inspect our
land language, and failed to do so. I do not bestock.
lieve Mr. Kelly ever made any such promise. I,
myself, advised him to retain Mrs Squlers, a
widow lady, whose husband was drowned on the
3itfut Advertisements.
Alpena. She had already worked In the office for
four years and Is a most efficient assistant,a lady
in every sense of the word and trying to support
Special Assessors* Notice,
herselfand children by her own efforts. It is reCitt of Holland, I
presented that it Is necessary to elect Mr. Hyma to
Clerk’s Orrics,October 26, 1886. )
that office so that he may assist Hollanders.Now
To GustavoKnutson, R. Schaddelce and Owner
can a man assistanother when for a good share of Unknown. You and each of you arc hereby notithe day he is eight or ten miles away from the fied that a specialassessmentroll, for the repair of
place where the assistance is required? This sidewalks, has been reportedby the Board of
Assessors to the Common Council of the City of
passes my comprehension.Mr. Kelly has served Holland, and filed In this office, and that the Comonly ono term, has made a capable, efficientand mon Council has fixed upon the 16th day of
obliging officer. He deserves a second term . That November, 1886. at 7:30 o’clock p. m., at the
Common Connell rooms In said citv, as the time
was the great argument used in favor of Mr. Hyma and place when and where they will meet with the
for a second term as Treasurer. It should have Board of Assessors to review said roll.
By order of the Common Council.
weight against him this year. Mr. Hyma has been
Gko. H, Sipp, City Clerk.
Treasurer four years, a good fat office, and should
not now ask the people to put him into another

dred,

aged 74 years. His remains were escorted

'

room to show our

store

38-2t.

Mrs. D. M. Gee & Co. invite the at
tenlion of the ladies of Holland and vi
cinlty to their fine line of Cloaks just re
ceived. The garments are now, stylish
and pretty. Prices lower than goods o

Yours for the straight ticket,

Lente, the originatorof the Society, died

1886,

whole day and days togetherthan R. A. Hyma.
the same quality have ever been sole
For the last year he has lived In the town of Robbefore.
inson and drove in each morning and back home,
spending but half a day at the office.Many a man
Ladies
can testify I among the number, that often, when
desiring to transact businessat the Treasurer's is called to the fact that L. & S. Van
den Berge & Co., have the largest and
office, he had to leave the city again disappointed,
many from quite a distance. At the Register's best assorted stock of Millineryin this
city consisting of Hats, straw, and felt.
office either the Register,Mr. Kelly, or his very

fat

re-

15,

’

Your Attention

Lente.

There were sixty persons present,

by Mr. Fredrik

Holland, Mich., Oct.

We now have more

Register of Deeds.

Jnst a word. To my personal knowledge no connty

Lente’s Society for the practice of

the society’sleader, Mr. John

Kmat,

Mr. Editor:— Allow me to add to the above

• Van Lente's Choir.

Van

Notice.

;

that officeno

ship.

fit

and in price.

In our judgment the liquor traffic of tint United in abundance and 1 particnlarlyInvite the ladies
of Holland to call and inspect my stock.

States,and the drinking tinbits ot the people are a

enemy to the country, a very curse, worse
than any other which can be dreaded or de- Mr. Albert G. Uulzenga has ‘been engaged as
Clerk and will wait on all customers with
nounced: uorjvillanyone deny the fact. Cao
courtesy and politeness.
celebrating the occasion in a soci d (Manconscientious men do nothing to destroy such a
I
have
ai!
the
Prescriptions of the late Dr. It. B.
ner; also that De Gronihcet and the
moral and political evil?
Best and can prepare any of them
land City Nfw’s be requestedto j u
Elections are held in order to settle policies,
on snort notice.
and to decide momentous issues. But, at this
this report, and that copies of their puoii
cations be sent to all ex-members of the time there is only one vital questionbefore the
American people, viz: “Shall the liquor traffic be
Society.
allowed to go on in ita career of misery and death,
DR. F. J. 8CHOUTEN.
II. Grootenouis, Secretary.
as the battery of 8atan, or shall it be prohibited as
fearful

J.

BOSMAN.

W.

'

!

Holland, Mich.

GIVE ME A CALL!

box.

Holland, Mich,, Oct. 20th,

1886.

38-tf-

gamblingis!” We ask your answer to this at the
ballot

Knights of the U&cabees.

THE FINEST

<

Is ^ohibttion right,—the prohibition of the

Perhaps no one thing marks the socia
and economic progressot the people
the present day more clearly than the
growth

of society InsuranceOrders

at every quarter of this

land, The

found

history

of the progress and civilization of the
time could not bo written without accord
ing to these orders and the deeds of benevolence done thereby a great share of at

tention. Purely benevolent in tbeir nahaving brotherly love, charity and
good will, not only as a basis but as a
ture,

superstructure,furnishinga certainty of
relief to loved ones at the

time

of greatest

need, they entwine themselves about our
best ana purest affections,

and appeal

our maniiue&sand love of mankind,

as

to

uo

mannfactnreand sale oi intoxicating liquors as a
beverage? Tfs feel that It is, yea, that there is a
pressing obligationto prohibit.If yon agree,tben
aid onr cause both by voice and vote. Yon may
claim that yon will do the best In the old parties
and through their legislativeacts; perhaps by
local option, or high taxation. Snch hopes are
surely vain. The high licenseor taxation lawa of
Chicagoand Michigan do not lessen the rnm evil
and never will ; nor can the wages of sin be a
blessing to this or any other land. Furthermore,
the dominant party In Michigan has never given
u opportunity to vote on the qnestionof const!tntlonalprohibition, even when in a largo majority and petitioned to by thousands upon thousands. Shall the will of the people he thus disregarded, and we do nothing as a remedy? Hence
we aek you again to join the prohibition party,
and make iu cause your own. Decide for the
right and yonr home. Will you not give ns your
vote at the coming election?

and in all the land rarely is a discreet
more

of these

is

not a

member

of one or

emergency associations,aud

Holland, Mich., October

28,

-

Honest Goods

-

AT

Honest Prices!

BEST $3.00 SHOE
in the city, always on hand.

I

There are

less persons afflicted with
rheumatism, since our diuggists have sold
Salvation Oil.

stage. That which in the beginning
ness of detail, iu promptness of payment would yield to a mild remedy, if neglecled,
to the beneficiary, in cheapness, and in soon preys upon the lungs. Dr Bull’s
the unity of its members, it stands at the Cough Svrup affords instant relief, it Is
an infallibleremedy. Price 25 cents a
head. Crescent Tent, No. 68 is the name bottle.
first

of the organizationin this city,

pleased to inform all persons, as to the

E. HEROLD’S

1686.

among them the K. 0. T. M. is second
Few are aware of the importance of
to none. While in numbers it can not
checking a cough or common cold iu its
boast so many as some others, in perfect-

and Mr.
W. A. Holly, the record keeper, will be

-

Tuk ProhibitionClub.

society of a purely business character cau,

man found who

Boots and Shoes
- AT

THE BEST

have the Celebrated

GRAY
for

BROS.’

Ladies. Call and

SHOE

see

them.

Repairing promptly and
neatly done.
NO.

40,

EIGHTH STREET.
E. HEROLD.

Holland, Mich., Oct.

20,

1886.

A Captain's Fortunate Discovery.
Capt. Coleman, schooner Weymouth,

Not Selling Out!

plan of insurance, on applicationto him. plying between Atlantic City and N. Y.,
had been troubled with a cough so that he
was unable to sleep, and was induced to
But selling Goods
try Dr. King’s New Discovery (or conCommunications.
sumption. It not only gave him instant
relief, but allayed the extreme soreness in
, Register of Deeds.
his breast. His children were similarly
affectedand a single dose had the same No shop worn or dirty Jewelry, but good
The following if a correcttranslation of an artiisppy effect. Dr. King’s New Discovery
clean goods at honest prices, at the
cle, poblifhed, October 28th, in "De Hollander," a
is now the standard remedy in the Coleold reliablestore of
paper pabllahed in the Holland language in the
man householdand on board lie schooner,
City of Holland:
•’ree trial bottles of ibis standard remedy
“Mr. Kelly, the candidateon tie Republican
at Yates & Kane’s drug store.
ticket for Register of Deedf, understandingthe
difficulties Hollanders would meet with, promised
-dealer ii
two years ago to engage a Hollander as his assistf pffiat gotitt?.
ant, bnt did not do so. For the sake of the many
Hollanderswhp cannot speak the Enollsh lanAssessors’ Notice.
guage, and yet have business to transact at the
City of
i
Court House, onr advice Is: Vote for Reuse A.
CIbrk’b
Office,
October
19, 1886. j
Hyma, an able and (as every one Is conscious) an
To Pev. G. J. Te Winkle and Auie Bolaccommodating Hollander, a man well acquainted
iuii. You and each ot you are hereby
In the Court House and readr to advise and assist
notifiedthat a special assessment roll, for
His countrymen. . Therefore for your own interests
the repair of sidewalks, has been reported Silnmn, Plitita, mi Fane? Gooh
and to serve your neighbor and countrymen, vote
ay the Board ot Assessors tb the Common
for Ur. Hyma, who is willingto serve as interpreCouncil of the City of Holland,and filed Gold and Silver Watches at Reater republican as wall as democrat.”
n this office and that the Common Counsonable Prices,
In lastieeto myself and to enable the electorsof
cil hu fixed uoon the 9th day of Novemthe county to choose their pnbllc officerswithout
ber at 7:80 o’clock p. m., at the Common
being Inflnencedby falsehoodor appeals to
Council rooms in said city, as the time and All the Goods
nationality.I deny the above charge, pronounceIt
place when and where they will meet with
to be Just as renresented.
false and hue, and furthermoremake the followthe Board of Assessors to review said roll.
I am prepared to do repairirgand ening statement: That when I was the candidate
By order of the Common Council.
graving promptly and Id the best manner
for the office of Register of Deeds on tbs RepubliQeo. H. Birr, City Clerk.
can ticket two years ago, I did not daring that
Coma and examine onr stock. No
time, nor nt any time before or thereafter,promise
Ad entire new line in lufaDta’outfit! bai trouble to show Goods.
or anthorice any one to promise for m«Any person been placed in stock at the store of
O. BREYMAN.
L. & S. Van dkh Bibos * Co.
Holland, Mich., Oct. 20, 1886.
•r pemoai Hum
OBflol « Bottandw •• «n

/

CHEAPER THAN EVER.

Stoves!'

Otto Breyman

Special

Holland,

Jewelry, Watches,

•IN

:-:M

DIAMONDS,

Stoves!

THE-

ARKET:
U'*

-AT THE-

SECOND-HAND STORE

are warranted
OF-

8S-8t

I

A. B.

BOSMAN.
L>

[official.]

learn that a party of hunters a few days
Also the following county officers,viz:
ago, succeeded in killing a number of
Sheriff, Clerk, Treasurer,Register #of
wild turkeys on the Pigeon river flats.
Heeds, Prosocuting Attorney, two Circuit
Holland, Mich., Oct. 26, 1888.
It turns out however that the hunters were
Court Commissioners,Surveyor,and two
The Common Connell met pnr«nant to adjourn- wild, and the turkeys tame, and were the
Coroners.
ment and waa called to order dj the Mayor.
property of one Wm. Stone of this place.
You are also hereby notified that at said
Present: Mayor McBride, Ald.TerVree, Har. .That Olive Center calf seems to have
rington, Kramer,Steketee, Bertach.andtheClerk.
election the followingproposed amendaroused a belligerent spirit when it
Heading of the minuteswas suspended.
ments to the Constitution of 4UU Stale
knocked out a tooth for somebody living
Aid. Bangs here appeared and took his seat.
will be submitted to the people of the
there. But the deed is done, and the
State lor their adoption or rejection,vizThe Board of Assessors reported a specialassessment roll for the repair of sidewalks.— Accepted, damage repaired in a neat and workmanAn amendment to Section 10, Article
ordered filed by the Clerk and numbered, and that like manner that defies detection, at an
notice be published In the Holland City N kwh actual cost of four and one-halfdollars. 10, relativeto the Board of Auditors of
Wayne County, provided for by Joint
for two weeks and that the Board of Aasessors will
meet with the Common Council to review said This It seems should satisfy, and as the Resolution No. 10, Laws of 1885—
roll on Tuesday 7^30 p. m., November 16th, 1886. calf in the first Instance had the best of
Skc 10. 1 be board of supervisors or In
The Board or Assessors also reported the follow- the fight, it is possiblethat the contest in
the county of Wayne the board of county
ing special assessmeBt rolls, to-wlt:For the im- Ihe second instancemight result in the
auditors,shall have the exclusivepower
proving, grading and graveling of Ninth street
same manner, therefore we say let us have
special Htreet assessmentdistrict;for the gravelto prescribe aud fix the compensation for
Grand a 1 services rendered for, and to adjust all
ing of Tenth street special street assessment dis- Peace ..... Lawyer Angel,
trict; for the improving, gradingand graveling of
Haven, entertained an attentive audience
claims against their respective couuties,
Eleventhatreetspecial street assessment district;
here on Friday evening, Oct. 22, in a disfor the graveling of Cedar atreet special street asand the sum so fixed or defined shall be
eesssmentdistrict and for the improving, grading cussion of the political issues of the day subject to no appeal: Provided, that the
and graveling of West Twelfthstreet specialstreet and the tariff in particular.He made
assessmentdistrict.—Rolls were, by resolution, some excellent points which it Is well for Legislature shall have power to regulate
control, modify, or abolish the hoard of
confirmed by yeas and nays as follows: yeas, Tor
Vree, Harrington, Bangs, Kramer, Steketee and every voter to consider. '....Frazier W. county auditors of Wayne county, and
Bertech, 6; nays, 0.
Headley is again at work on his now may by law provide for the auditingof
Aid. Be Merell here appearedand took his seat.
house. Newel Gilmore is also building a the accounts of Wayne county.
The Committee on Public Buildingsand Prop- new house which he expects to occupy
An amendment to Section 1, Article 9
erty were instructedto dispose of the old building before cold weather sets in ..... James
relative to the salaries of Slate officers!
on the south east comer of River aud Tenth street.
Cassedy Waffle, who has been sick for providedfor by Joint ResolutionNo. 27
The Committee on Fire Department were insometime, was taken to Grand Rapids Laws of 1885structed to purchase 600 feet of fire hose, 2 spray
last Saturday for medical and surgical
nozzles,4 helmets aud one Siameseconnection.
Sec. 1. The judges of the circuit courts
The chairmanof the Committee on Fire Depart- treatmeut ..... Timothy Roberts who came shall receive an annual salary of twentyment reported verballyon the communicationfrom here from the state of New York last
Eagle Hose Co. No. 1, that from what Informa- August to visit bis brother William and for five hundred dollars; the Governor, State
Treasurer, Secretary of State, the Comtion they could gain they favored the action taken
by the company.— Report accepted and the action the benefit of his health, reports himself missioner of Land Office, Attorney Genthan the ordinary kinds, aud cannot be told in
taken by the company sustained.
much improved ..... Although
oceral, and Superintendentof Public InThe council directed the issue of a Bond, bear- casionally fall short somewhat in the piostruction shall receive such salary as shall
ing interestat the rate of six per cent per annum, ductions of the soil, it is ever positive
Powdm Co-. Wall at..
be fixed and determined by the Legis- Now y?rk
payable unnually, principal to be paid In three
38-8t.
that health abounds. In the past fouryears, lor the purchase of a gravel pit, amount of
lature of this State, such salaries to be
teen years of residence here, we cannot
bond, $430.67.
fixed and determined by the Legislature
The following bids were received for the improv- recall a single fatal instance of malarial or of this State at its first session after the
ing and gradingof South Cedar street special malignant fever of any kind, iu this
streetn-sessment district, viz: P. & J. Honing, locality, and but few with serious tenden- adoption of ibis amendment and in each
fourth year thereafter.
for the removal of earth S ceuts per cubic yard,
Husking corn, and doing odd
aud for all other work five ceuts; K. Van Haaften, cies
Qeo- H. Sirr, City Clerk,
for the removal of earth 8 cents per cubic yard, jobs generally in preparation for the
and for all other work live cents; W. Koseboom, coming winter, is the present programe of
for the removal of earth 6# cents per cubic yard,
and for all other work
. The City Attorney the farmer, the yield and quality of corn
gtoil gtoaiL.
was instructed to draw up the required contract being much better than anticipated .....
and bond for doing the job.
Married at the home of the bride’s father

Oommon

Council.

.

We

are still selling that

Low-Grade Flour

.

-FOR-

Stock and Hog Feed

r,

Hid

of

Buy now

M.

i 111 I

fur

before the advance.

Our exchange rate is

40 Ik FIOTO
—-AND—

POWDER

15 lbs. Bran,

Absolutely Pure.

—

FOR—

we

Da

JAS.

Fullz and White 1 lb. less flour.

WALSH, DE ROO & CO.

HUNTLEY,

88-tf.

—

J.

Estimates given for

Fonger
Lafayette Ballow, Squire Owens
'’ufllciaLipg.
The occasion was celebrated
at Olive Center, on Oct. 23, Julia

OUT AROUND.

Taking Effect Sunday, August 8, 1880.

by a dance given at the homejof the bride’s
parents, on Tuesday uight, Oct. 20, when

the hero of a former occasion made

Lake Shore,

another attempt in this quarter for a partWe have had splendid weather so far Her, hut at this time with opposite results,
this fall to harvest and secure our corn for Vesuvius was awoke, and “diecretiou
crop. Corn never was better here on the formed, the better part of valor” iu lace of
shore than it is this season, the ears are of the danger, hut “faint heart never won
good length and well ripened. Wheat fair lady,” so young man try, try again.
was mostly planted in good season and ..... lames Bush has gone to help his
now looks well. . .Mr. James A. Crofoot brother John and Jasper Dennis, who
is here on a visit. He has sold his farm, have a job to get out lumber and ties
on the corners, to Mr. Alvin Dolph who near Muskegon. John Bush was home
has just arrived hero with his family from again on Tuesday aud Wednesday.
Minnesota,where he has had hisresidence
“Andrew.”
for the last three or four years. Mrs.
Dolph and family have been visiting
relatives,Mr. Uucbanan, of Grand Rapids,
£l>ttiat
while Mr. D. was locating a farm. He
returned home on the 23rd inst. and found
Cloaks!
that death had visited his family during
his absence. lire daughter, 17 years of
A large variety of styles in Ladies,
age, had passed away during the night iu Misses aud Children’s Cloaks has just
her mother’s arms, of consumption. They beeu received at

TOWNS.

brought the body to this place for interment in the Lake Shore Cemetery which
Is on ihe farm which he had purchasedof

L. &. S.

Van den Beuge &

Co.

_

Offloet In

Rooms

over

Nows

Offioo.
.

HIGH.

HOLLAND,

a.m. p.m. ptm. a.m.

Holland ............ 10
Grand Junction ..... 11
Bangor .............. 11
Bunion Harbor .....
1

20
37
57
25
New Buffalo .......... 2 25
ClliCttJ'O..... ........ 5 15

1

2
2
8
4
6

.

500

80 12 10
18 1 22
30 1 40
13 3 00
05 4 45
40 *7 45

05
9 20
12 00

done on short notice.

P m

.

Stairs,

Doors, Blinds,

Holland.
Zeeland .......
Grarni Rapids.

Mouldings,

_

Brackets, etc.

55
30 7 25
1 50 10 15
2 55 1 45
3 17 2 55
1 85 5 20

9
12

furnished.

3 INToefeLs

made and 1

otates for three mouths on receipt of

Office

p.m. a.m. p.m.

and Shop on Riuer street,

near the corner of Tenth street,

from Holland to grand rapids
p.

Hand Railing, Sash

Ptm. a.m.

Mall. Exp Exp.

Exp. Exp

JAS.
Holland, May

m. p.m. a.m. a. m.

27,

ONE DOLLAR.
Liberal discount allowed to postmasters, aecnts
and clubs. Samule copies mailed free.
Address all orders to

HUNTLEY.

RICHARD K. FOX

1883.

Franklin Square, N

05 8 50 t4 45 10 05
3 13
4 56 10 20
3 65
5 45*11 00

3

a.

day

300

FROM CHICAGO TO HOLLAND.
a.m. ip.m.
900 3 55
11 85 6 10
12 30 « 57
1 15 7 48
2 00 8 on
805 8 50

to

8

p.m. p.m. a.m p.m.

Chicago .........
New Buffalo....
Benton Harbor..
Bangor ..........
Grand Junction.
Holland ........

ire*, fall Information
about work which
they can do, and live at home, that will pay
them from fS
per
Some have
earaed overlAJjin aday Either***, younp or old Capital
not required. Vou are etartedfree Thn>e who Hart nt dne#
am absolutelyaum of euuff little fortunea. All u u«w.

Planing and Re-sawing

FROM GRAND RAPIDS TO HOLLAND.

Y

FALL AND WIMTER.

m. p.m. ptm

900 12 50

11 00
9 52
, 11 42
10 05 1 30 11 50

D.

FROM HOLLAND TO MUSKEGON.

BERTSCH

a m.|p.m. a. in.
Holland ..............10 15 3 05 t5 30
....... 11 OO 848
680
11 05 3 47 6 40
Muskegon, 3rd street ii 80 4 16 7 15

Has

Grand Haven
Ferrveburg

large number of
very fine

still a

FROM MUSKEGON TO HOLLAND.

-CLOAKS-

p.m p.m.
Muskegon, 3rd street
Ferryeburg ..........

Grand Haven
Holland

1 40 12 25
205 12 47
2 10 12 50
800 1 25

Oceana County where he has been visit- will meet at the followingplaces in salt
p.m.
ing his sister and some friends for a few City, on Saturday the 80th day of October,
FROM
HOLLAND
TO
ALLEGAN.
days.
. .Otto Johnston is at present visitA. D. 1880, between the hours of f
ing his sister, Mrs. Beckman, in Oceana o’clock a m., and 8 o’clock p. m., for the
a.m
Holland...,
iiO 10
County. . .“Uncle Michael” says that he purpose of completing ihe Hat of qualified Fillmore.
10 25
is the Lord’s wheel mule. Well if he Is voters of the several wards In said city.
Hamilton
10 33
Allegan ...
then we saw and heard the saddle mule
1105
In the First Ward at the Common
bray last Sabbath.. ..I think it would be Council Rooms.
FR0M ALLEGAN TO HOLLAND.
policy if the West Olive correspondent
In the Second Ward at Daniel Bertsch’s
Mix
was not quite so inquisitive about the building, No. 51, Eighth street, east.
a. m. p.m a.m.
Allegan
.......
affairs of “Tugbutton” or “Free Lance.”
9 05 4 30 11 25
h..
In the Third Ward at the meeting room
Hamilton ____
9 37 5 05 12 15
He might gel a stab that would make him of Eagle Hose Co., No. 1.
Fillmore......
0 47 5 18 2 30
The^ure for
“Jake.”.
In the Fourth Ward at the residence of Holland .....
10 05 580 1 00
Geo. II. Sipp.
p m.
West Olive,
J. A. Ter Vree, E. J. Harrington;Will
, All other trains daily except Sunday.
A real old fashioned “Jack Frost’ Z. Bangs, R. N. De Merell, B. Steketee,
a!i ?!?inrrVe8KD £hlca8° 7:00 » ® • on Monday.
Monday uight. ...Who says hard times, Daniel Bertsch, Jacob Kuite, Board of
All trainsrun by Central Standardtime.
business depression, financial panic, &c.,
Registrationof the City of Holland.
when there has been eight real estate Dated: Holland Mich.. Oct. Olh. A. D Canada!8108111)01,1,8 ln the UnlUjd S1*1™ und
changes made within three miles of this 1886.
w
Gen. Pass. Act.
W. A. CARPENTER.Traffic Manager.
station in the lust six mouths. Mr. Geo.
F. Q. CHURCHILL Station Anent.
O. Barlow figured largely in the tranShiloh’s Vitalizoris what you need for Const!patlon,
loss
of
appetite,
dizziness
and
all
sympsactions, having disposed of three differtoms of Dyspepsia. Price 10 and 75 cents per
Sitroit,Miiac l Harpetle Hailmi,
ent pieces of property and purchased a bottle.For sale by Y’ates& Kane.
fourth.... Mr. Shearers, the new agent
“Mackinaw Short Line”
here, will occupy the Cady house recently .WF ?,pii
The only Direct Route betweenthe East and South
^bro,,chul*
vacated by Rer. Rlble.... Frank Wallace
iuciuv Mil
TIME TABLE.
WEST.
and Mahlon Trurable are each erecting cough. Bbtluh’sCure
east,*
is
remedy for yon
Taking Effect
READ DOWN.
dwellings on their respective places.... For sale by Yates & Kaue.
READ UP.
June 22. 1886.
Mr. and Mrs. ftormnn*, of Maple Grove,Catarrh cured, health and
JA.M. }P. M. L’veI
JA. M. P. M.
Barry County, are visiting at M. W. by Shiloh’s Catarrh Rem
9 00
6 05
Nasal Injector free.
13 45
9 00
Trumble’s this week. ...Mrs. Braldy, of
Fremont, with two children, visited her
JP. M. •A. M. L’ve] [Are. F. M
A. M.
10 30
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Thus. Walker, aud
Election Notice.
6 60 -St. Ignacel..
8 30
•c 10
11
13
7 16 ..... Moran .....
8 01
sister, Mrs. T. Colo, for a few days.... Clerk’s Office, City of Hollvnd,
5 12
11 41
7 35 ..... Palms..,-.. 7 41
4 44
Ben Avery’s brother and sister ylsited him
October 13th, li
11 52
7 43 ..... Ozark .....
7 34
4 33
1 37
at his home last Tuesday. ...FatherStod- To the electors of the City of Holland:
8 62 ...Newberry...
6 21
2 48

and invites

all the

ladies of

olland to call

and

.

examine them.

.

,

.

“blat.”

Ky

1

-

-----

a

-

D.

A LARGE INVOICE

^ress
00 k**®1 “rt*0 wnvenient,

BERTSCH,

Newliock

,

JJag

OF

Goods

keen received.

Holland, Mich.

of Fall Goods

!

WAffi

FINE GASSIMERE SUITINGS,

dard, of Johusville, took dinner at

A.

1 45
2 15
2 50
3 38
4 20
4 44
5 28
5 40
5 54
6 10

R.

Robinson’s Monday and related some pioneer incidents of fifty-two years ago which
were thrillingto a modern life ... Nina
Cady visits irer brother Henry at Allegan
this week. . .If anyone would like to see
a couple of perfect pigs Mr. R. T. Cady
has thein....Mr.Millman, who had the
Barlow place bought for him, was gie&tly
disappointed on reaching here, things
having been painted to him in high colors,
but ho thinks he will stay a while and try
his liana with the rest of us.. ..The W.
O. P. Club was addressed by President
Robinson, but could not say as the Herald
did two weeks ago, that he enjoyed the
echo of his own voice. Wonder how
they
“W.O. C.”
.

tell.

Ottawa Station.
Vesuvius slumbers, but the quiet mutteriogs of her rest, means mud and ashes
when aroused and agitated, which warns
the reckless to beware..... Adam Lick
and Baldwin Hadley had their flocks of
sheep raided one night last week by doge
and several of the animals were billed.
The dogs two in hnmber were from a
distance, and succeeded in getting away
without being identified, although aecu.
We wish that the state would give us a
law compellingevery man that keeps a
sheep killing dog to wears muzzle. No
oottfie min, we mean the dog..... We

t

iu wiu cCVUIal vwirus ID
the city of Holland, shall bo held at the
places designated by the Common Council
as follows:

^00

In the First Ward at the Common
Council roems.
In the Second Ward at Daniel Bertsch
building, No. 51, Eighth street, east.
In the Third Word at the meeting room
of Eagle Hose Co., No. 1.
In the Fourth Ward at ihe residenceof
Geo. H. Sipp.
The following officers are to be elected,

A

Governor, Lieutenant Governor,

composed of the countiesof Muskegon
end Ottawa; alao, a Representative in the
State Legislature for each of tbe two
Representative Districts, into which your
county is divided.

12

11 00
11 31
11 38
11 50
12 05
12 40

Reedsboro..
Mantling...
..^Au Train...
ock River..
..

...

.Onota....

6
o
6
4
4
3
3
3
3
2

14

on
15
49
15
58
25
17
00
51)

•216

2 40
2 15
1 38
1 02
12 13
11 50
11 06
10
10 39
10 19
§9 80

M

-AT-

MERCHANT

TAILORS.

[L'vjs

*A8
8
8
10
10
•

3L JP. M.
00
35
50
00
00

••• •

. .

viz:

Secretary of State, State Treasurer,Auditor General, Commissioner of the State
Land Office, Attorney General, and Superintendent of Public Instruction; also a
Member of the State Board of Education,
In place of Edgar Rexford,whose term of
office will expire December 81, 1886; also
a Representative in Congress for the
Fifth Congressional District of this State,
to which your county belongs; also, a
Senator for tbe 21st Senatorial District,

8 59 ..Dollarvllle...
9 14 .. .McMillan.. .
9 40 ••••Seney ......
10 Of, ..... Walsh ....

10

A. M.

12 50
1 40
1 55
8 05
3 10
4 10
5 80
5 50
6 85

.

[Amt. P. M.
Marqaette .
2 00
.

•Negannee...

1

25

.Isbpemlng... 12 58
..Republic....

.Michcamme..
.

..L’Anse ....

P.M.

[L’Vi

11
11
10
9

50
50
40
20
9 01
$8 15

P.M.
6

10

5
5
4
$4

82

20
10
10

Melton and Kersey Overcoatings

in all

Shades and Weights.
pVimV

loaves ofc. ignace at y:uu a. m., arrives M
Marqaetta 5:IW p. m. ; leaves Marquette 7:00
a. m., arrives8t. Ignace 5:B5 p. m.

rallroeds,and with the elegant aldewheel steamers
of the Detroit A Cleveland Steam Navigation company for Detroit,Cleveland and all points in the
east. MOthesst and sonth . The boat* of this line
leave 8t. Ignace Monday and Wednesday mornings,

Thursday and Saturday nights. (1) With boat
IT. ,0'.8*011 ,8tt- M*rie, Chicago,Milwaukee
hpw Points, (t) With M. H. A O, raltroad for Houghton, Haacock, Cainmet, st*., and
« CklcsR? A NorthwesternRailway
Standanl—Central time. •Dally. IDaliy.ex-

“Wiwor

'

Mail Exp. Exp. Mix.

For lame back, side or chest, use Shiloh’sPorous
Plaster. Price 25 cents. For sale by Yates & Kauo« Grand Rapids.
Shiloh's Cough and Consumption Cure is sold Zeeland.
by us on a Ruarautee.It cures Consumption Holland.
For sale by Yates & Kane.

Mr. Crofoot.
. Milo D. Crofoot, of Shelby,
is here visiting relativesand friends. He
reports that our old friend aud neighbor,
H. Beckman, is doing well on his job of
stumping near Shelby. .. .The death of QuT.halt,llaikln2
c£u8h can bc 'o quickly cured by
the dau-htorof Mr. June Davis was veiy Shiloh s Cure. We guaranteeit. For sale by
Tates & Kane.
sudden and unexpected, she being sick
“nd Liver Comonly a short time with typhoid fever. niS1,1,J,0uM?1le.r
plaint? Shiloh a Yitalizeris guaranteedto cure
Marian Davis, the deceased, was a goot yon.
girl and an only daughter. The attendance at the funeral services was the largest
Registration Notice.
we have ever seen at this place. ...Mr.
Notice is hereby given that the Boarc
Earl Johnston returned on the 23rd from of Registration of the City of Holland,
.

kinds of buildings, fin-

Homeopathlcc MedicinefornUhcd on application, Calls night or day will receive
prompt attention.

Ni’t

.

gotias.

All

ished and completed.

FROM HOLLAND TO CHICAGO.

M. D.

Physician and Surgeon.

all

Chicago aud West Michigan Eailway.

and

Geo. H. Sipp, City Clerk.

WETM0RE,

HOMEOPATHIC

-

Council adjourned.

D.

^

!

Imported Trouserings.
Correct Styles

Prices Moderate!

r^LL*R,
All goods

first- claas

and SatisfactionGuaranteed,

ARTHUR, XAUNCKLOT, AND GUINE-

what did here make his
worldly one appear?

own

careless,

men who did the shooting were brought
back aud lodged in the town jail there
“I was only thinking of the starting point.
would be trouble before morning.
Shall we return?”
•And Arthur pualng thenco to battle,felt
train was met at Han ison street by
Shoot from a theThe
Traralie and throe • and agoniea of the life,
“Not unless you wish it; for I have Pinkerton^
Mrs. A. T. Stewart Stricken Down by
city police, and 123 Pinkerton men and
Detlr.ng to be joined to Guinevere and tb.nklng wanted to see you alone, but have not been
Train and Terence Begley
abont.sixtymen and boys who had left emas be rode
•
Pneumonia at Her Home in
able to do so. You mnst know what it is I
'Shall I not Uft her from tbla land of boaata
ployment in the stock yards were marched
Falls a Victim.
have to tell, for no maq can be with you
Up to the throne and aide by aide with me?*
to the Armory. The workmen, being unNew York.
Wi at bnppineaBto reign a lonely King,
wilhoqt learningto love and respect yon.
armed, were at once discharged. The
Vexed with waate dream a? for, saving I bo My life is not worthy to offer; but you* can
joined
Pinkerton men then arranged themselves
[New York special.!
make me what you will. Oh, Carmie, I Arrest of the Guards-S x Men Held in lines, and three small boys from Lake,
To her that la the faireat under heaven,
love
you.
I
love
youl
Will
you
soy
that
I seem as nothing in the mighty world.
Cornelia M. Stewart, widow of the fam* to Await the Coroner's
John Boland, Timothy Neiland,and B.
yon care for me and krill be my wife?”
Hickey, who claimed to have seen the ous merchant,AlexanderT. Stewart, whe
n.
Action.
His face was pole with the groat passion
shooting,were told to identifythe men who since the death of her husband has bees
•Sir Launoelotwont Ambassador at first
which thrilled his soul, his eyes were burnhad fired.
Tofe.ch her, and she watched him from her
ing and bright as they searched her face
walls;
The lads, after some hesitation, picked living in the magnificentmarble palace at
The
Jeering
and
Stone-Throwiug
of
for one tender look, and his hands closed
A rumor runs she took him for the King,
out
of the crowd Joseph Hill and Walter Thirty-fourth street and Fifth avenue, died
Bo fixed her face on him.
•
npon here with a fierce, o'ermastering
a Mob— Comment and
Andrews, both young men. After the somewhat suddenly this morning. Hei
The aun of May descendedon their King,
grasp; bu^ she was looking away from his
Opinion.
They gazed on all earth’s beauty in their Queen,
identification of the two the Pinkerton men
health has been in a somewhat delicate
Boiled incense and there passed along the face, beyond the line of harbor lights
were marched into the police court-room,
hymns
and the very sea itself, as she answered,
condition for some time, but she has been
where each man’s rifle or pistol was examA voice as of the waters while the two
slowly, “Is it myself or my hundred thou. [Chicago special.]
ined. Only one weapon that showed evi- able to take carriage exercise and her imSwore at the shrine of Christ a deathless love,
sand that you would marry?”
And Arthur sa'd, 'Behold thy doom is mine,’
Vv hen it was aDnounced that the striko dence of having recently been discharged
mediate death was not looked for, although
All the scorn and subdued feelings of
To whom the Queen replied with droopingeyes,
was
over the big p ickers went out to pur- was found. An empty shell was found in
*Let chance what will, 1 love thee to tne death.’ those twelve years rang out in the clear,
her advanced age made it improbable that
proud voice.
chase hogs. Armour A Co. bought 2,000, tho Winchester carriedby Emmons Shaw. she would long survive. For many years
After the examinaton William A. Pinkerra.
“Yourself I What do I care for your and the market went up twenty- live cents
she had led
quiet life, alton stepped forward, calling out:
•Queen Guineverehad fled the court and sat
wealth?
Come
to
me
penniless; but for
though she occasionally entertained
There in the holy house at Almeabury
per 100 pounds. The fact that the old men
"All who tired shots from the cars stand
her Iriends and continued to pay visits to
keeping, none with her save a little maid. • • your love, I will work for both; only tell
were to be taken buck sent consternation up like men. There’s nothing to be frightA murmuring whisper through the nunnery me I can, dearest.”
the most intimate ones. Her name seldom
ened about.”
ran.
“Wait until I repeat yonr words of twelve to the hearts of the imported men, and
came before tho public, bnt her gifts to
Then on a sudden cry, ‘T^e King !’ she sat
One
young
man
rose
and
went
to
Mr.
years ago. Let me show yon how well I they concludedthat they had better tender
public charities have from time to time
Stiff stricken,listening,but when armed feet
Pinkerton. His name was Robert J.
remember. You said of Carmie Brownell,
attracted some attention.Mrs. Stewart
Bang coming, prone from off her seat she fell
their resignations. Mr. Cudahy, of Ar- Battram.
And groveled with her face against tho floor.
a poor and friendlessgirl, ‘Wore she worth
died of congestion of the lungs and heart
mour’s
house,
asked
the
men
to
remain,
“There must bo more,” said Mr. PinkerShe made her face a darknessfrotn tho King,
a hundred thousand I would marry her totrouble.
Her death was so unexpected
And in the darknessheard bis armed feet
and head clerk Somers told them that if ton, “for about twelve shots were fired.”
that her physician, who was in her apartPause by her; then came silence,then a voice ; morrow.’ I am worth it now, and you come they remembered their numbers they could
Two
beardless young fellows who were
Denouncing judgment,but though changed,the saying that you love me. Had you said so
ments at the time, turned to converse with
at anytime seenre employment at Armour’s. silting together,Richard D. Labes and Guy
then, the girl Carmie would have believed
some relatives of the deceased, and reNo
inducement
could
be
given the men to Slivers, then went forward. The six men
Tear not thon shall be guardedtill my death,
with a faith the woman has not. I am glad
turning to the bedside found Mrs. Stewart
Thou bast not made my life so sweet to me
stay.
They
fiaily refused, and finally a were locked up. and will be held pending
dead.
you didn’t s.iy this then, even if yon cared
That I. the King, should greatly core to live,
train was sent for to take them to the cdy. the resnlt of Mr. Begley’sinjuries. Hill
for me; you did me a greater service, for,
For ihou boat spoiled the purposeof mv life,
One hundred and sixty Pinkerton men, and Andrews, whom the boys claimed to
And all is parsed, the sin is sinned, and 1
after hearing your opinion of me I crept
She was born in this city, and was a daughLo, I forgivethee as eternal God
away, and after the first outbreak I de- under the commaad of Capt. Frank Joy, have identified, did not admit having done
ter
of Jacob Clinch, a well-known shipForgives : do thon for thlno own soul the rest *
termined to make my life worth liviug, were detailedto escort the men. They oc- any shooting. Tho other Pinkerton men chandler of his time. She was married to
cup ed the three rear coaches of the Ira n. were released.
even if it might never be ‘worthy a GalAir. Stewart in 1823. She never Lad any
At the Stock Yards Y. at Thirty-ninth
Some of the prisonere say a great many
hraithe;’ and the words that wounded so
children,and her nearest relatives are halfstreet, the train was blocked for a moment stones were thrown into the cars, hitting
cruelly at first proved the incentive and
IN VAIN.
sisters and nieces. It is not known just
watchword to something better than I then by a freight train. Another detachment of several men. This so enraged them that what dispooitianMrs. Stewart has made of
dared dream. Y'ears ago I should have guards was taken on board at Ibis point, they used their rifles.
the wealth left by her husband. When
BY E. H. L.
"At Fortieth street there were from sevconsidered your offer to me to-night the aud ihe train again started for the city. A
crowd of about two hundred men and boys, enty-five to one hundred people who as- Mr. Stewart died his properlywas vabest of all, and would have thought myself
riously estimated from tuirty to fifty
“How do you like her, Jud?”
who had been detainedby pa-8:ng trains, sailed my men,” said Mr. William A.
Young Doctor Gilbroithe looked up at avenged; bnt now I am only sorry that any were gathered at the soutu side ot tho Pinkerton. "Rocks and other missiles million dollars. Only one man in
one should suffer through caring for me." ’
the world knew positivelyMr. Stewart’s
hill cousin a second before answering.
The sweet, earnest voice was silent; the crossing.They broke oat into a chorus were hurled against the car, so that wealth, and he was John M. Hopkins, his
“If she were worth a hundred thousand I
of
jeere
aud
cat-calls,
but
it
is
claimed
its
side
shows
b-tter
than
words
can
demonconfidentialbook-keeper. The capitalinwould many her to-morrow. Sne is a girl waves moaned and sobbed on the sands
witnesses that
demonstra- strate the attack of the crowd. One man,
who, ten years from now, will do honor lo below like some doomed, hopeless soul, tion of acinnl violence was made. On the sittm near a window, was badly hurt by vested in tho dry goods businessat one
and the music floated out to them wild aud
lime was $10,000,000. His real property was
even a Gilbraithe.”
other hand, it is charged that they bora- the sash which fell out from u blow by n
very large. He owned the store at ChamAlice was silent, and outside the open sweet— dying in a crash and wail of
barded the train with rocks, and that seme- rock. Tho meu I employ are good, decent
anguish.
bers street and Broadway, and tho large
door, in the hall, Carmie had come nil unbody in the crowd fired a pistol. However men, they are no hoodlums, and in this in“Is
there
no
hope,
if
you
have
forgiven
heard in her slippered feet, bat not unemporium at Tenth street and Broadway,
this may be, the train had scarcely passed stance they were just ns much authorized
numerous warehouses in Chambers and
hearing, and stood silent also. She was my foolish, mercenarywords? Oh, Carmie,
Halsled
street
crossing
when
a
man
on
the
police
officers
ns
any
iu
the
city
of
Chicago.
Roade streets, the Aletropolitan Hotel and
not vain, so felt a strange delight in this let me live for you, aud prove my love by
rear
platform
tired
a
revolver
into
the
A
pistol
shot
was
first
fired
from
out
of
tho
that!"
man’s words, cruel and heartlessns they
Niblq’s Theater, a great many houses and
She turned with a face as white as his in crowd. Tho Pinkerton men in the rear crowd before my men returned the fire. I lots iu Bleeckeraud A mity streets west of
were; bnt she was proud and sensitive and
followed
with
a
regular
volley
of
shots
out
can
prove
that
by
150
men.
The
men
who
her eyes flashed, and something of the the moonlight, and a look of pain in her
Broadway, the Globe Thea'ter, his marble
of the windows of the train, aimed at the were identified by th o boys at the Armory
mansion at Thirty-fourth street and Fifth
uperb power that Jndson Galbrnithepro- grave eyes; then, very softly, with a world
crowd, and Terence Begley, a well-known did no shooting, but I ordered them to subavenue, tho Woman’s Hotel iu Fourth
phesied for ten years hence thrilled her as of saddenedtenderness in her voice, “I am
engaged
to marry Philip Leicester;we have citizen of Lake, was mortallywounded. mit to arrest.”
avenue, the Grand Union Hotel at Sarashe stood there; then, nothing bnt a girl,
Captain Foley said that he understood
The Pinkerton men, as eye-witnesses say,
toga, the vast Hempstead Plains estate, and
she shivered as she thought how easily cared for each other a long time.”
the
men
had
been
attacked,
and
a
volley
fired
in
every
direction,
and
did
not
cease
Aud then Leicester’s tall form came upon
she could have been won by this handmany woolen mills. The marble palace
of
bullets
and,
stones
had
been
fired
at
the
the fusillade until Wallace street,three
contains a magnificent collec;ionof pictsome, carelessman had she been wealthy the terrace. He took Connie's hand upon
distant from Hals ted street, was cars. “A man is n fool to throw stones at
—won, bat not loved; and she crept qnietly his arm, and drew her soft shawl around blocks
ures, and it is reported they have been left
reached.
n
man
with
a
rifle
iu
his
hands,”
said
tho
to the city ns the nucleus of an art inaway, wondering if she could ever be her with a proud air of possession; while
Shots were fired into Schimmerman's Captain. “It a man should throw a stone
anything to be proud of— anything hut a Carmie, ever thoughtfulfor this strong
stitution. The collection is the finest of
man’s passion and the sorrow that had packing-houss,and George Barnum, tbe at me I would shoot him. A man is as
poor, paid governess.
modem painters in America, and is worth
liable
to
be
killed
by
u
stone
as
if
it
was
superintendent
of
tne
firm,
had
a
narrow
settled like darkness upon him, led Philip
over $1,000,000. Aleissoniers alone cost
escape. He was standing at a window on u ballet.”
“Thirty to-day! Once I should have down the steps and away under the great
$G0,00t) aud Bonheur’s$35,000. The statAir. Alichnel Cudahy was interviewed
the second floor and the ballet almost
considered myself old at this age, with the calm stars and the moonlightto walk in the
uary in the house has among the collection
grazed his head, imbedding itself in the shortly after the shooting, aud said: “It some fine masterpieces.
glory of perfect love together.
best of my life passed, and littlebefore mo
wall. Several shots were fired into Flauni- was a very unfortunate affair. I had hoped
to enjoy; hut now I am very happy, thankThe death of Mrs. Stewart brings to mind
gan & Huff's packing-house, where several and believed this morning that we should
Hero Worship,
ful, and content."
the robbery of her husband’sbody several
men were standing ut open windows. J. get through without bloodshed. Tho
Carmie Brownell was looking across the
There would not be any hero worship Shaunuessy,a flagman, and L. Carroll,a guards, according to general testimony, years ago, and the many stories told about
bine sea waters, her hands resting npon the
in the world if it were not for women. brakeman, were standing at the door of tho were reckless,and should be held strictly tho tracing of tho thieves and finding of
railing of the balcony, her calm, sweet
the body. Airs. Stewart died believing
Of course there would not be any re- switch shanty, about one hundred feet responsible.We are starting np slowly.
face grave and thoughtful.
that the body wus interredat Garden City,
There
is
little
stock
on
hand,
and
we
are
from
Hoisted
street.
They
say
that
bullets
The climbing ivy and the rose threw flut- ligion. Men are utterly irreligious,
hut the general impressionis that it was
whizzed in all directions, one passing waiting for more. I do not know that any never recovered, and is still resting sometering leaf shadows and sunshine npon her and, being accustomed to take care of
men
will be discriminated against. In fact,
through
the
sash
aud
two
through
the
tall, lithe form; and pooj le on the beach themselves in this world, they seem to
where in New Jersey. It is believed by
boards on tbc opposite side of the shanty. I don’t know who the leaders of the strike
below turned to look at the unconscious be pretty confidentof their ability to
some that the inside historyof the affair
These two bullet holes are almost directly are. I have no idea how many men are will now be told.
figure a second time.
do the same in tho next They don’t in
line with the place where Bc-gloystood working to-day.”
“Who is she, Leicester?"
object to take care of women in tliis when he wus shot. Estimates of the numThe Local PreM,
“Miss Brownell."
world, but they display an utter in- ber of shots fired by the guards vary from
Irish Landlords and Tenants.
“Is that all there is to say of her?”
Chicago
Daily
Neva: Yesterday’s ocdifference as to their future beyond the twelve to one hundred, twenty being the
[By cable.]
“No; I might talk a day or two of her,
currences should be the death-knell of the
grave, and women, consequently, have average nnmber.
An
interesting
proposal
to heal the schism
and you would be os little acquainted."
employment of armed men by any hut the
Terence Begley, the fatally injured man,
“You are unusually reticent. She must a dim idea that some religion is advisahas
been
made
by
Lord
Monck, the Irish
lawfully constitutedauthorities. Until
have inenrred your lordship’sdispleasnre, ble, if not indispensable. It 'is, how- wus leading his horse slowly westward on these have demonstrated their inadequacy Land Commissioner. He proposes a Parand vou punish by igporing her.”
ever, the women that make heroes out Hoisted street when tho shot was tired. He to protect property and preserve the peace,
liament which shall sit in Dublin with
“We are good friends; bnt I knew that of men and heroinesont of women. All propped the bridle and exclaimed: “I am no privatecitizen, nor any number of such,
shot:”
A
brakeman
mimed
Russell
helped
strictly delegatedfunctions from the Imyour questions were prompted by idle curi- the time men, for instance, hurrahed
may usmp their functions. That way lies
the wounded man to a saloon near by,
perial Parliament, the latter retaining dioeity, and thought I would wait until you
for Grant; but they disputed his where a hasty examination was made. The civil warfare and the reign of tbe. mob.
rect control and supervision.His Lordmet her. She has won a fair fame and
Jnter
Ocean
:
The
action
of
tbe
Pinkerlaurels, criticised his strategy, fought wound was not discovered, and Begley was
ship asserts that this is what Lord Hartingconsiderable wealth, I believe, by untiring
ton police, shooting into a crowd of people,
about his tactics, and .temperedevery- told that he was only frightened.In a
ton has asked for, and regards it as a statupatience and labor. She has triumphed
appears to have been wholly unjustifiable.
over every obstacle,met trouble and disap- thing with a reservation. But the dazed manner he started toward Flunnigau’s Unless circumstancesmore palliatingthan tory Parliament,accordingto lines laid
pointment that would have crashed a women— they simply worshiped him packing house. He had taken but a few any yet brought out can be shown, the men down by Air. Parnell, ft is remarked
woman less brave, and now, from it nil she and never disputed anything. It does steps when he suddenly fell to the ground. who participated in tho dastardly deed that Mr. Gladstone has seized npon this
brings, instead of a cynical, selfish nature, not take much in a woman’s eyes to A wagon was procured 'and be was taken to ought to receive the full punishment allot- project,and speaks encouragingly of Lord
Monck’s labors to heal the breach in the
one so thoroughly pore that men are made make a man a hero. A rather vague his home, 4211 Emerald avenue, where a ted to such crimes by the law. It is very
party.
thorough examination showed that the bulbetter for her living.”
unfortunate that just when the labor trouconception of what is heroic is somelet had passed through the abdomen, enThe Governmentare acting with great
“She is wealthy, famous, but still untimes noticable, but— bless them— they tering at the right side and coming out on )les were being amicably adjusted, a few
discretion.By alternate warnings and
married?"
are so queer and so enthusiastic that it the left side, glancing upward. Lnto in the bad men, intrustedwith guns and tempo- persuasions they are bringing landlordsto
“Yes; even an old maid, if you like.
rary authority, should, by an act both foolish
doesn’t matter a button what a man night the unfortunate man died. Previousgreatermoderation. General Sir Redvers
But no one ever thinks of that.”
and criminal, stir up anew the spirit of rePhilip Leicester frowned, and there was has done to make himself talked about. ly his ante-mortemstatement was taken. It sentment. In suc’.i times only cool-headed Buller will not give the police aid in
is as follows:
evictionsunless there is the clearest pos‘‘He’s committed a murder!”
a ring of displeasure in his sweet, strong
men should be intrustedeither with author“My name is Terence Begley. I am 41 ity or fire-arms,as action such as that yes- sible proof that the tenant has the means
voice. It angered him to hear this cool
“Poor man !”
questioning, even from a friend.
“He’s run away with another man’s years old. I think I cannot live, and make terday not only incitesthe people against of payment. This checks the inconsiderate,
this as my dying statement as to how I reDoctor Galbraithe,at his side, handsome, wife.”
the guardiansof the peace, but tends to while the better landlordsseem to be
ceived tho shot this 19th day of October,
altogether neglecting to nse the power of
fascinating, worldly-wise,and a trifle
bring them into contempt. Air. Pinkerton’s
“How cunning!”
1880. At about 12 o’clock
was future usefulness will ho lessened by yester- eviction.
worldly- wild, turned again to look at the
“He’s robbed a bank.”
going with a cripple cart containing day’s occurrence.
Anyhow, we hear practicallynothing of
white-robed figure.
“Do
let me see him!”
one hog to fchoenemau’sslaughter- Chicago Tribune: The shooting of Beg- ejectments. Lord Clanricarde’scase is an
They sauntered back an hour later, just
That’s the way they talk.
house, near Fortieth and Halsted ley at tin Halsted street crossing by one of exception, which should give preat force to
as Miss Brownelltightened the reins over
her high-stepping blacks.
Men can only make a heroine out of streets, in the Town of Lake, county of the Pinkerton police was unfortunate iu the moderate leanings of landlords generThose are magnificent animals, by Jove!" a ballet girl who has no talent. If an Cook, and State of Illinois. I had passed every point of view. The victim was not ally. A bachelor, a man of great
wealth, whose face is not known to
exclaimed Galbraithe.
actress is bright, clever, and agreeable, the Lake Snore and Michigan Southern concerned iu the strike nor in the conflict
crossing,and was going north and was near
“Yea; she handles them perfectly,too." tho women spoil her. It isn’t tho men.
growing ont of it From all accounts, he his tenantry, and who has regularly
Mr. M. Schmidt’s saloon on Halsted street,
drawn over $150,000 yearly from Galway
And Philip’s dark eyes flashed* and a
An actress who is an artist does not care and was lending my horse by tho head. was a hardworking,prudent citizen, who without spending a penny upon his eswonderfullight swept over his face, with
attended
clos-dy
to
his
own
business.
There
half as much for the adulation of men Immediately after passing the crossing a
the smile and bow he gave Carmie Brownell;
does not seem, from the evidence thus tates, he has small claim upon public sympathy, and there is a very significantsugwhile she gave a glance at both, but a smile as for the worship of women. Tho idol passenger train of the Lake Shore far presented,to have been any adeof the dudes, tho idol of men without and Alichigan Southern Railroad came
to only one, as she dashed by.
quate provocation for the shooting. The gestion that he shall hereafter he allowed
And the second time that day the fastidi- brains, is never more than a curiosity to from the Stock Yards east filled with Pink- assailants of the Pinkerton men were to take his rents with a minim nm assistous Jqdson Galbraithe turned to look at n women. They do not even envy her, erton policemen. As they passed this mostly mischievous boys, and it is not shown ance from the law. But for Lord Clanriwoman.
even if she bo of world-wide notoriety. crossing, where a largo crowd had congre- that they used any Oreornis. The rough carde the League would find small scope
He had quite forgotten her, however, Tho woman on the stage who lias style, gated, cries of ‘Scabs' were heard fiom the treatment which some of their comrades for the operations of its new campaign.
crowd. As the rear end of the train pass- had received during the previous days was So far this is the onlv notable case npon
until he saw her that evening in a little
and 8elf-resi>ect,
and brains gets more
ed the east side of Halsted street four or
which they have fixed, and if it were not so
crowd in the large drawing-room.
ardent admiration from her sisters than five or six shots were fired. I saw quite a no excuse for the Pinkerton men to shoot heartlessthere would be little prospect of
Philip Leicester was one of the crowd,
indiscriminatelyinto the crowd. It is aland Galbraithe made his way toward them men are capable of, and it pleases her, number of Pinkerton men standing on the most impossible to tell who tired the shot. Air. Dillon’s proposal at Woodford and
keeps
up
her
self-respect,
and
develops
to be introduced.
rear platform of the train. I saw no one
Twelve bullets were fired, and it is out of United Ireland's development thereof being accepted. It is well pointed out that
She rose, smiling, gracious, thoronghly her brains. And where women admire, shoot, but heard the shots and felt that I
the question to prove whoso shot was fatal.
tenants who, being refused a reduction,
a lady, with no pretence to girlishness. you will always find the men whoso was shot, and left my horse and ran to
The shooting was an unhappy incident of
There were vailey liliesat her belt, valley characters and tastes stand highest. Shoeneman'sslaughter-house and sat down
should pay their money to trustees in order
the close of what was, on the whole, a
lilies In the soft lace at her throat, and
to fight their landlords would run a great
But women’s taste in men is different. and told Pat Martin, a police officer of the peaceable and orderly strike.
valley lilies in the loose, low-coiled hair.
risk, not only of losing the money they have
They don’t understand the sex, and are Town of Lake, that I was shot. I at no
Her eyes were clear, brave, tender; her
time made any outcry or allusion to the
in hand but of being called upon to reA Drunken Elephant.
apt
to bo misled into admiring undeface one that changed with every thonght,
place it; and the Irish occupier cannot
Pinkerton men, and had nothing whatever
serving men. But still they can make
New York spooial: The elephant Alva, afford to pay rent twice over.
bnt was ever pure and true.
to do with the crowd at the crossing,but
which does duty iu the show “Around the
The summer passed, as all summers have them heroes, even if other men deny attended strictly to my own business.”
* vny of doing, and one night, whea-the everything about them. Patti always
Begley was too weak to sign his name, World in Eighty Days,” was taken into
There’s Trouble In the Church.
season was almost ended, Carmie Brownell liked to capture the female part of her but touched the pen, and his mark was McGroarity’ssaloon, in Brooklyn,after a
Washington telegram says: Dr.
audiences. She never spoke about the made. Tho witnesses were J. P. Mnlcahey, performance aud given a drink of whisky,
which
intoxicated
the
animal.
While
Sunderland,
whose church Mr. Cleveland
listening1
jewel8 even Kings
Sergeant of Police; Frank Becker, and
Charles Hazleton, the keeper of the brute, attends, is in tronble over one of his deaWilliam Ryan.
WJudson
Galbraithe-------fouu^hsrth"Be’k to har; but she n«ve
P — --------here, lookImmediatelyof ter the shooting the great- was leading it home, the elephant grasped cons, an old man with a very large family,
missed once the corsage bouquet torn
ing like some still, restful picture;but she
est excitementprevailed, and had Capt. him about the waist with its trunk and
who was recentlyrotated ont of the superturned with her old smile as he asked, from the bosom of one of her own sex Markey, of the Town of Lake Police, slummed him to the pavement with grrat vising architect's office. The old gentleman
in the auditorium and thrown mural
force.
He
was
badly
injured,
and
lies
in
a
•Did yem come to escape the crowd?” .
stopped the train, ns was suggested, senand hie friends wanted the Doctor to inter•No; "for bed the crowd been here I sively at her teet-*-San Franciscc era! riot and bloodshed would have been critical condition.
cede with the Presidentin behalf of the
.
should have stifyed, I love thh'sew^o much.
inevitable. The Captain let the train pass,
ancient officialwith a view to getting him
“I AM feeling very ill,” said a patient to
I never dance, you know, and shall not be
and telephoned to tho 'Twenty- second
Who in the same given time can pro« Street Police Station. From (his place nnd his physician. “Let me see your tongue,” reinstated. Dr. Sunderland positively refused to approachthe President npon any
“I missed yon, and searched until I dace More thtin many others, has viflor, from the Armory squads of officers were said the doctor. “It’s no use,” responded subject of a political nature, and now certhe
patient; “no tongue can begin to tell
found yon— dreaming.”
who can produce more and better, hat immediately dispatched to the scene.
tain of his. members have withdrawn in
how f feel.”
•Perhaps I am given to dreaming; but tolenp; who can produce, what none
Excited grodps of people assembled oh
consequenceof his Refusal. They say the
to-night I was tlfinkifigof my past life.”
every
corner
and
expressed
by
word
and
else can, has geniue. - - i
When a cricket young man and a Iqwn- Doctor refuses to render a kindness to his
•Your past, like your present, is good to
action the deepest indignation. There tennis young ’ lady many it is likely to worthy deacOn through feat of possibly
remember.”
Thibty-six million Japs wear woodei were no violent demonstrations, bnt the be hard npon the furniture.— Mic York losing Mr. Cleveland as an attendant at his
He spoke with a shade of bitterness;for shoes.
word went arotwd that if the Pinkerton Journal
church.
VERB.
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AWFUL BEAR STORY.

cakes and fruits and
and pears,
Told In the Coloiqps of m Contemporary
their boiled chestnuts,and tinware,
by Captain Quinton, U. S. A.
city selling their

'
br

flowers, their baked apples

[From the Chicago Telegram.]

I noticed recentlya

story in the pas, going
pers,
goinR the rounds of the press, of
of

_ i!

W

e *r t onr ears actioa BwaT^friy oSiin
extremelylanre snake discovered * v?10/? emn ohant,nK tbe Latin dirges i nation and ulceration, miaplaoe
— jment and all
06 reduced to one dolmgtha
I
of Priesta
whioh
»“ '
among
the other*
other wonderB
wonders
n'h
t
-P-n!
won1aer® of
0I. the
tne NaINO- rounded
roUnded Th^ittlr
the litter.
Their
*<»**<*>
By drugglata.
tionaPart The snake in form and I Xes

°

of

*

I
^
!
j

andXn!^

(uloue impuritiee, anS’core tubercular
imion (which is only scrofulousdisease
ten coots in itampe and

c

Soft^

nowN’s

Sorrow.

ZTS.

•hape is, barring the barnacles, of the he
m . he^W.hl0n
Jo. Beef’s
fabled sea-serpentorder, and is said to
mth mc“ur^ tread they
travel with his head threatening and
™,!.)r08se<?U8.wlth, “
!
wetfd, peculiar feeling almost indewith such fearful velocity—fifteen feet
scribable. As the processiondrew When Joes wife died he ordered that: Abraham's son Isaac was not a seer. If
raised from the ground, while his every
CombiilavI10H with PURE TE0ETABL1
movement is accompanied with loud nearer we could soe by the light of the amplest honors should be paid her j J® fca(* becn h*8 nam« would doubtless
these torches that a purple pall was at her burial, and engaged a brass band ; have 1)0611 BPelle(i Eyerie.
hissings and sizzings like the frying of
“HOUGH ON~Ir
"
play dircwn
dirges c\n
on Aha
the xu
wayyt
to tlwi
the grave.
thrown over the body on the Utter, and to nlnv
a dozen geysers concentrated in one.
the actionef Us Liver sad Kldasys. Cltars Ue
that the priests were robed in white. Nothing could be more impressive than
"Rough on Itch" cures skin humors, eruptions,
Jack Barronette is one of the discoveomplaxloa, ssskse Ue skla saeoU. Itdoessol
They passed below us as we sat quiet tho obsequies, and the band played ring worm, totter, salt rheum, frosted feet, chderers of this snake. * The papers speak
InJarsUsUeU, eaass headache, tr prods* eo*.
on the balcony, and then we followed beautifully and effectively.Finally the blaiiiH, itch, ivy poison, barber’s itoh. 50c. jars.
of him now as Captain John Barronette.
stipatloe— ALL OTBEB IKON MEDICINES DO.
them with our eyes until they turned funeral was over, and the band started
••ROUGH ON CATARRH"
nv»iciaas and DroggisUwrywhws nconaead H.
I suppose that J ack gets his title of
the hill, and slowly followed its many home. “Now, give ’em ‘The Girl I corrects offensive odors atonco. Complete cure
Captain from the fact of being the boss
windings, their torches gleaming out Left Behind Me,’ boys !” exclaimed Joe, of worst chronic cases : alsounequaloaosgarglo
story teller of Montana. When I was
for diphtheria, soro throat, foul breath. 50c.
through the foUage of the pines and and to this affecting air he rode back
M
acquainted with him he was simply
“ROUGH ON PILES.
usod ____
into
town.
cypresses, the chanting of the dirges
J ack, and was one of the curiositiesof
most satis
Why sufferPiles? Immediate relief and commingling with the sighing of the winds
Next day be married his deceased plete cure guaranteed.Ask for "Ron fill on Piles. •
Mm Emrarr N
the park. He was then a hunter, guide,
“It
i mad Brown
Bure euro for itching,protruding, blooding, or auy
through
the trees, until they reached wife's sister.
Ixmeflt,Can also racommand it as aa
trapper, and a tirst-ratestory teller.
form of Piles. COo. At Druggists’ or Mailed.
tonio."
the crown of the hill, and with solemn
But, while Jack could tell a good
Straightened Out,
cenmonies
laid the body m its last
Asa cure for Soro Throat and Coughs.
yarn, it was not always best for a listFogg— “The worst break I ever made Brow n't Bronchial Troche*" have been thorener to be too confiding,as nothing resting-place in that crowded home of
oughly tested, and nuiutain their good repugave him more pleasure and delight the dead, the cemetery of San Miniate. was at a wedding a short time ago.
Such
is one of the many strange cus- When I congratulated the couple I was
than to help a fellow out who kept a
Don’t work your horses to death with poor axle
toms in sunny Italy.
rather embarrassed, and I wished them
diary, one of “them durn literary felgrease; the Frazer is tho only reliablemake.
many happy returns of the day.”
lers.” In 1873 1 went through the YelOur Rapid Transitory Existence,
Ir a cough disturbs your sloop, take Piso’s
Ross — “that was a sort of silly
lowstone Park under Jack’s guidance, Brief as It is at the longest, is liable to be moCure for ConsumptionanJ rest well
speech.
Did
it
provoke
the
newly
mar
and during the trip of over hundreds terlally curtailedby our own indiscretions.
ried couple?”
of miles, and which lasted many weeks.
The dyspeptic eat what they should not, the
Cures and Prevents
Fogg— “0, no. They thought it was
Jack regaled me with many a tale of bilious drink coffee in oxccss, and the rheuThe Century Magazine, with lu enor.
all
right.
You
see
they
were
from
Chi
Colds,
adventure by flood and field. One of matic, neuralgic and consumptivesit in
mous circulation (edition of November numCoughs,
these I remember, and tell you it as it draughts,get wet feet and remain in damp c&go.”— Detroit Free Press.
ber is a Quarter of a million) and great
Sore
Throat,
was told to me.
resources,has never undertakena greater
clothes,and then wonder when ill how they
Important.
“When I fust cum to this country," became m. To persona with a tendencyto
Hoarseness, work than the one which will be its important
When you visit or leave Now York City, save
featureduring the coming year. Thi* la a
said Jack, “I was the greenest speci- neuralgia, we recommend a daily nse of HosStiff Neok,
expressage,and |3 carriage hire, and
history
of our own country in its most critical
men of a pilgrim that you ever sot eyes tetter’s Stomach Bitters, and alwaya a wine- stop at the Grand Union Hotel* opposite
Bronchitis,
time, as set forth in
enter. I wns so green that the sap glassful after unavoidable exposure in damp Grand Central Depot
. Catarrh.
used ter regularlystart outer me. I or otherwiseinclement weather. Efficient
LIFE
Headache,
613 rooms, fitted up at a ooet of one million
___
__ _____ ___
hod killed a few deer, a mounting lion protectionis affordedby this plnB.iin.nt safe- -vllowa
Toothache,
Hit CONFIDENTIALSECRETAHIEe, JOHN
or two and was just a spilin’ for a guard, which diffuses a genial glow through the
NICOLAV AND COL JOHN HAY.
Rheumatism,
ystem,
invigorates
and
tones
it, and promotes
chance to go for a b’ar.”
Neuralgia,
This great work, begun with the sanction
road to all depots. Familiescan live better for
Asthma,
“Well, one day when I was out a-nos- nerve tranquility. Fever gnd ague, biliousness, less money at tho Grand Union Hotel than at
of President Lincoln,
constipation, dyspepsia and renal disorder, are
Frostbites,
ing round the mountains I spied a right
and con tinned under the
among the mal&diua which it remedies and any other first-classhotel in the city.
Chilblains.
smart grizzly a-histingin nis dinner prevents. ,
authorityof his son, the
When an idler enters the sanctum of a 2ui0i0ththa£ianjrknown romody- xt w“ the flnt
Hon. Robt. T. Lincoln,
offen a thick clump of berry bushes.
busy editor, and the editor says, “Glad to
is the only full and auGuessing at It.
‘Thar is my chance,’ said I to mvself,
see you’re back,” what does he mean?
thoritative record of the
‘and ef I don’t git that ar b’ar 111 sell
Coming in over the Monon Route a
life of Abraham Lincoln.
my hide for saddle-bags.’ So I began Chicago drummer eat musing by the
Evert druggist will recommend Ayer’s Ague
Its authors were friends
to approach him— kinder cautious like open window and wiping perspiration Cure, for it is warrantod-t^cure^
of Lincoln before hia
—aiming to git the wind so that it and coal soot from his brow, and of
presidency; they were
A BANK cashier seldom goes off until he gus, by one application.
would blow from him onto me, as the course, occupying two seats. Down in
^most
intimately assesin
ths
nose of a b’ar is keener than a white Indiana some place a native camo into is loaded, and then ho makes' no report.
enrous,
dated with hifn as pii.
man’s eye. Well, I finally got around the smoker and said: “Shove along,
v Ate secretaries throughFor producing a vigorous growth of hair
out his term of office,
to a pint where I had a full view of the stranger, an’ give a feller a show; been upon bald heads, use Hall’s Hair Ilenowor.
READY RELIEF
and to them were transb’ar— and as I come into full view I killing hogs and feel all used up.”
Modern builders can hardly be com- will afford Instant ease.
ferred upon Lincoln's death all his private
suddenly discovered that thar was two Then the native sat down, settled himpared to creepers,although they certainly Thirty to sixty drops In half tumbler of water will papers. Here will be told the inside history
b’ars a feedin, in that clump of bushes self comfortably,much to tho drumdo run up houses very fust.
of the civil war and of President Lincoln's
'stead of one, and, what made it wuss mer’s disgust, and resumed: “Say,
Lhills and FerenFaintnoss,He»rtburn, Sick
administration,—important details of which
still,the b’ars — both on ’em — discovered stranger, killing hogs is hard work;
A Quick Recovery.
have hitherto remained unrevealed,that they
<io,lc' w,odta ‘h*
me jest as soon as I showed up and did yonever kill any hogs?” But the
It gives us great pleauuro to state that
Fifty Cents per Bottle. Bold by Druggists.
might first appear in this authentic history.
came rarring and a-charging straight drummer did not condescend to answer. the merchant who was roportod being at
DR. RADWAT A CO., N. ¥.,
By reason of the publication of this work,
for me. So I had to climb a tree that “By gosh,” continued the irrepressible the point of death from an attack of Pneu- Propristorsof Rtfwt^sSamparJllianResolvent and
THE
SERIES,
was— fortnnightlyfor me— quite clus, Hoosier, “we killed tho biggest hog monia, has entirely recovered by the use of
which has been followedwith unflagging
and the way that I got into that tree yesterday that was ever killed in In- DR. WM. HALL’S BALSAM FOR THE LUNGS.
interest by a great audience,will occupyleu
was a caution to cats. I skun up thar jeany; how much do you s’pose that Naturally he feels grateful for tho benefits despace during the coming year, but will by ne
means be entirely omitted. Stories of navll
quicker’nX. Beidler’s beaver did when hog weighed?” Still no answer. “He rived from using this remedy for the lungs
engagements, prison life, etc., will appear.
the dogs were arter him. An’ I took was so tarnel big that it took eight of and throat; and in giving publicityto this
A8TE1L
my Winchesterup, too.
NOVELS AND STORIES
us to lift him up to the gam-stick,it statementwo are actuated by motives of public
mails BumtUftO*
- Hiii»
include a novel by Frank R. Stockton,tw«
“Well, the b’ars charged right up to did, b’gosh; you hain’t no idea how benefaction, trusting that others may be bene1
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the roots of the tree and began a- much that hog weighed, hev you, fited in a similar manner.
scratchin’and a-diggin’like as they stranger?”
•1,000 Reward
were mad. They had a kinder disap“No, I haven’t,” the drummer finally For your labor, and more, can be earned in %
pointed look about ’em, too, while they blurted out; “how much did your
short time if vou at once write to Hallett A
were a-growlin’ and cavortin’.I sat hog weigh?”
Go., Portland, Maine, for information about
thar and watched them for some time,
“I don’t know, mister; we didn’t work which you can do and live at home,
whatever your locality,at a profit of from $5
and finally, knowin’ that they would weigh him.”— Chicago Herald.
to 1 25 and upwards daily. Home have made
keep me thar until a day after eternity
over $50 in a day. All is new. Hallett A Co.
ef I did not make some move, I kinder
Mr. Chas. F. Powell, Postmaster, will start you. Capital not required. All

WAJTED GOOD MAN

-

climbed out on the limb of the tree, my
gun pointing downward, and drawed a
bead upon one of the b’ars. Well, jest
as I was about to pull the trigger I
heerd a kinder crackling, and you can
land me in perdition ef that derned
limb didn’t give way— and down I came,
my gun going one way, while I came
down and landed right square on top
of one of the b’ars. As I settled myself I reached for his ears with both
hands, and let a yell outer me that was
like to raise the dead, meanwhile kicking the b’ar in the ribs with both heels
to make him git up and travel, and I

it

them. Next day he examined them,
there was no trace of the disease reof Genuineness.

Mr. E. R. Wilson, Grand Rapids, Mich.,
reports the case of Mr. H. T. Sheldon, of
extra kick in the ribs, raised another Lansing, Mich., who for several weeks suffered from a frightful cough and cold,
yell, and then slid off behind, kinder
which was cured by one bottle of Red Star
easily and quiet like, and ef suthin Cough Cure.
hesn’t headed him off, I expect that ar

An

Italian Fnnernl.

The gay, happy, singing Floren-

Tho Clerk Could Go to Bed.
A countrymanand his son “put up”
at a city hotel. Son out seeing the
town. Old gent comes dbwn from his
room at midnight, and says to the

night clerk :
“Has my son come in yet?”
Night Clerk— “Guess not. Haven’t
sion to pass through their streets dur- seen him."
ing daylight, and cast even momentary
Old Gent— “Well, yon noodn’t sit
gloom over their people. The bodies op ^for him any longer.”— C'/ticapo
are carried on litterson the shoulders
of the friends of the deceased, or
priests, and priesta precede and follow
it, bearing lighted torches in their
hands and chanting Latin dirges, while
the relatives walk slowly at the end of disturbance to the constitution, diet, or occuthe procession.The richer the families
bereaved, the larger the number of
wmimvu, uau HWMJ m raouui, DlllOUS Atpriests, and the longer the procession
b£s
accompanyingthe dead body. A short
tirheed, take Dr. Pierce’e “Pellet*. ” By
By dnigdragtime after this, on a November night,
as we were lingering at table, enjoying
the delicious Italian dessert, we were
A Conjectural Passion.
startled by the cry of the children.
Edith— “Miss Cleveland, in her

not allow anything so sad
and melancholy as a funeral procestines will

“S

“A funeral! a funeral!" Without

uses the expression, ‘He felt
ceremony we left the table, and were the magnetism of his conjecturalpasnot long in getting to the balcony at
sion.’ Now, isn’t that simply nonthe front of the house. The night was sense?”
dark, and the gas-lamps along the
Augustus — “Well, I don’t know — deArno and over its ancient bridges pends on circumstances."
gleamed like stars, and at the bend of
“In what way, pray? What kind of
the river were refleotedin the water
emotion can be a conjectural pasbelow. Down the Lung* Arno we sion?”
turned our faces, and saw not far away
“Well, I suppose it is the kind a
a procession coming toward ns. The man feels when he isn’t sure of his
cries of the varions venders, who conconjectural father-in-law’sbank actinually go throngh the streets of the
count”— Oma/ia World.
novel,

VIE

Bata* clears out Bata, Mice. J8a
or soft

”

corns, bunions,

WANT

YOUI

and all their Imperfections, includingFa-

PRICES. A FREE COPY.

Ua

Instant relief. 15a

WELL'S HAIR BALSAM,

“Manufacturers of oleomargarine
have done a great deal to make their
product appear to be the genuine stuff,”
remarked ISmithers, “but there is one
thing they haven’t done to their product
which would make the most suspicions
man swear it was tho genuine product,
fresh from the dairy. I don’t see how
they came to overlook it.”
“ W hat is it?” inquiredJones.
“Hair,” responded Smithers. “Who
ever heard of a hair in oleomargarine?”
—Pittsburgh Dispatch.

“I did not notice the country much,
but as I kalkerlatod that I was quite
clear of the other b’ar I gave mine an

b’ar is a runnin yet Lieutenant,say
we take suthin, my throat’s gittin’ kinder dry.”

Bough on

*Bongh on Toothache.

A Mark

on aflkirsin Russia and Siberia, by Georn
Kennan, anthor of “ Tent Life in Siberia/’
who has just returned from a moat eventful
visit to Siberian prisons; papers on the
S^woSSTnisdiSS
V profltaele employmentto representna in every Labor Problem; English Cathedrals; Dr.
county. Salary f>6 l*rr month and enwnees, or a
Eggleston’s ReligiousLife in the Americaa
large commission on sales If preferred,floods staple.
Colonies ; Men and Women of Qi|ueen Anne’e
Every one burs Outfit and particulars Free.
STANDARD SILVER WARE CO., BOSTON, MASS. Rd^n,
” ’ n, by Mrs. OUphant; C
Clairvoyance,
tualism,Astrology, etc.;
Spiritualism,
etc. ; Astronomical
FACE, HANDS, FEET,
rs; articleson Bible History,
Histo
papers;
etc.

_

"Bough on Corns, "hard

maining.

think frum the way he lit out he
thought a trip-hammer had gotten on
to him. A quarter-hop wasn’t a patohin’ to the gait that b’ar struck. And
he gave me the durndest, all-firdeat
ride that 1 ever had in my life for about
two miles.

to
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gray, restores to original color.

An

elegant

LADIES PROPOSING

dressing,softens and beautifies. No oil nor
grease. A Tonic Restorative.Stops hair commg out; strengthens, cleanses, heals scalp, 50a

TO USE ODORS.

MRNEY'S PERPETUAL PERFUMES

“ROUGH ON RILE" PILLS

Are the Finest In the World.

start the bile, relievetho bilious stomach,thick,
aching head and overloadedbowela Small granules, small dose, big rosulte, pleasant in operation, don’t disturb tLo stomach.
^

25a

WAR
OLDSOLpiERS^n,
JNUKH
each
o.
ms
contribute

for
issue
.....
Indigestion, dyspepsia, nervous prostraKDtaKU. One whole page is deand all forms of general debilityreletcheaevery week, and they are all
hoved by taking Mensman’s Peptonized Beef
Tonic, the only preparationof beef containing
Its entire nutritiousproperties. It contains
the Union end Confederate ermie*. Send two letter
blood-making,force-generating, and life-sus- sumps for* sample copy of the best Family Story
taining properties;is invaluablein all en“3~8
feebled conditions, whether tho result of ex- cir/cAuu' SfaSif
haustion, nervous prostration,overwork, or
No Rope toCot Off Horses’ Manes.
acute disease; particularly if resultingfrom

dim'"-

A

SW&'Jpw*'

is

Scrofula

impurity in the blood, which, accumugland* of the neck, produce* untightly lumpe or awellings; which caneea painful
runningeorce on the anus. logs, or feet; which
develops ulcere In the eyes. ear*, or noee, often
canting bllndnee*or deafness ; which is the origin
of pimples, cancerous growths, or the many other
manifestationsneua'lyascribed to "humors."It
Is e more formidable enemy than consumption or
It la

receipt)
HardAwe
wa 'jen(f~HarQeu
Special

cancer alone,forscrofula combines the worst possible featuresof both. Being the most ancient, it
Is the most generalof all disratesor affections, for
very few persons are entirely free from It
How can It be cured? By taking Hood's Bars*
parilla, which, by the cure* it has eocompllsbed.
often when other medicineshave toiled,has proven
itselfto be e potent end peculiarmedidn* for this
disease. Some of these cures ere really wonderful. If rou suffer from ecrofnla in any of ita varioua forme, be sure to give Hood's Sarsaparillae
trial. Send for book of cores.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

CO. New-York. ^

_

•

in

Ckieigo,

wHI find it on

file

Mason &Hamlin
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AttachmeeU.
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Sir.

WOOD A
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H. loth at..

l

HAMLIN ORGAN AND PIANO CO.
York, Chicago.

Boton, Mow

CO.,
Ptnuu, Pa.

Veteran Pension Attorneys,
Ohioago, Detroit, Cleveland and
Washington.
Wo toes unless enoceesfoL Correspondence solicited.

0
_

The BUYERS’ GUIDB te
ieevuA left, ami March,
each year. 49-319 pegee,
imebee, with over
3,

BOO UlutimMoma-a

whole Pletmv* Ctellenr.
GIVES Wholesale Prlece
consumer* on all geeie for
or fhmlljr nee. Tells how to

direct to
personal
order, sued gives exact coot of every*
thing yon mao, eat, drink, weer, or

hove fen with. These INVALUABLE
BOOKS contain Information gleamed
from the markets of tho world. Wo
will aenil n copy FREE So any ad*
drees mpom receipt of 10 cte. to defray
expense gf mailing. Let ns hear from

yon.

Respectfully,

MONTGOMERY WARD

A CO.
m.

SOT de ggQ Wnhosh Aveome, C’hlcogo,

Sold by all drngglsts.|1 ;*lx for |5. Prepared only
by 0. L HOOD k 00, Apothecaries,Lowell.Maas.

100

Doses One Dollar

OPIUM

Mm*5'

ASKBTgM

Nom

smiiIs. anUw

VIU ih* Above
nuns aiRK.

Iwap**

SLICKERwaar

$5

M

— , for Catarrh Is

BHUKg&KSa LpjffpSslp CATARRH
to Use,

__
for

metio'shoi?

10

cts. by the

et

^.rr^LORD&THOlUS.

MASON

p.»|$20
A

when

Constructed on the new method of stringing, on ebfr
liar terms. Bend for descriptive
Oetalogae.

JiC.UGffi’HOUSEJlochttterJLY
UPVTION THU ram
Vkm*. TO «e*

^

on advertisingiptce

Valera

(

that

lating in the

THE CENTURY

UPRIGHT PIANOS.

wi u. o. irec.oi

What

Subscriptionprice, $4.00 a year, 35 cents a
number. Dealers, postmasters,and the publisherstake aubscriptions. Send for our
beautifullyillustrated24-pagecatalogue(free).
A spedmen copy (back number) vrill be tent
on reqnesL Mention this paper.
Can you afford to be withoutTHE CENTURY ?

30 FEDERAL 8T., Boston, Mast. advertisers

tion,

pulmonary complaints.CaswolL Hazard
Co., proprietors, New York.

(with illustrations)include a series of articles

I

ages. Both sexes. All particulars free. Those
who are wise will write at onco and learn for
thomsolvea. Snug little fortunesawait every
worker.
'

Terre Hante, 0., writes that two of his very
finest chickens wore recently affected with
roup. He saturated a piece of bread half
an inch square with St. Jacobs Oil and fed

and

SPECIAL FEATURES
Mngio Ointment wil
remove pimples, blackheads and
’freckle*. ItkealacuU,bums, chap*
ped lianas and Ups, and cold sores. Price 90 cent*. At
onigRlat’sor mailed by WMB. MFG. Co., Cleveland,0.
iDr. Frazier's

Union Publishing Co., Newark. W.j.

rupture
S5W

CUM
by Dr.

Quaranteed
J.

B.
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gUrdiBt. Phllk;
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variety
Heating
Stoves
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Cook
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stock
them
this
larger
is
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Come
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than
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Do
huy
not
any
Coal
seen
have
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complete.
before

Ckvrola Items with the Services for

To-morrow.

We Have Moved

First Reformed Church— Services at
9:80 a.m. and 2 p. m. Sunday School
8:80. Weekly prayer meet In* with the
Third Keformed Church, on Thursday at
Church— Services at
m. and 7:30 p. m. Sunday school

Castor

m. Young People’s meeting at 0:30.
Rev. Thomas Walker Jones, Pastor.
Subjects: Morning, "Almost per-

at 12

suaded.” Evening, ‘Mocking at

ain.”

Congregationalsinging. Opening anthems
by the choir. Weekly praise and prayer
meeting Thursday at 7 :80 p.
All are
welcome.
Third Reformed Church— Rev. D.
Broek, Pastor. Services at 9:80 a. m. and
2 p. m. Sunday School at 8:45 p. m.
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at :80.
Subjects: Morning. "The quest of God.”
Afternoon,"Despisingthe herthrignt.”

A

i

to our stock of

WE
ALSO
HAVE
THE
CAPITOL
WITH
OAK
&
STEEL
BODY.
R.
KANTERS

SONS.

Boots, Shoes,

"CaatorlftlasoweUadaptedtoettldnntha!I Carter!* enrea Colic, Conattpatlon,
recommend It aa superior to any prescription I §<*£ Stomach, IMarrbODa, Eructation.^
knows to me.”
I KiltoWora*. «**P. P™*** <“•

au especially largo ond stylish lino of

C

aTincnsilLD.,

B* Osflosd fit, Bvooidgra,ir.

111

Y.

| Without injurtous medication.

Tns Cmrtixm Cokpast, 183 Fulton Street, N. Y.

First Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.—
Services at 9:80 a. m., and 2:00 p. m. Sunday School at 8:45.

Holland Christian Ref. Cnurcb.— Rev.
Van Der Vries, Pastor. Services at
9:80 a. m. 2:00 and 7 p, m.
Methodist Episcopal Church-Rev. H. D
Jordan, Pastor. Services at 10:30 a. m.
and 7:30 p. in. Sunday school at 12 m.
Class-meeting at close of morn’ng service,
and at 7 p. m. Teachers meeting Friday
at7:80p. m. Prayer-meetingThursday

Call and See Us and Learn

Our Prices.

E.

m.

:30 p.

All the seals are free.

Subjects: Morning, "Entire consecration. Evening, "The Prodigal Son.”
Grace EpiscopalChurch— Rev. George
8. Ayres, Rector. Divine Service every
alternateSunday, 1st, 3rd and 5th. Morning Service at 10.30; Evening Service at
7.80; Sunday School at 12
Holy
Communion at 10.30 a. m., and Children’s
Service at 8.15 p. m. on the first Sunday

Men

Van

G.

Have on hand

&

Sons

THAN EVER BEFORE!

of each month. All are Invited to attend.
Strangers especially welcome. "O Worship the Lord in the Beauty of Holiness,”
Ps. 96-9. Divine Services at the Opera

Hcuae. Subjects: Morning, "Conquest

VAN DUREN BROS.,
The Popular Boot and Shoe Dealers.

their Fall and Winter
Stock of

H

liisd,

We

siJLinrxxs,

and lachine

OIXiS.

Dress Goods,

make prices on Oils

will

BUY THE
LADIES’

l GENTS’ NNBENWEAR.

-

fflllF
state that the paint put on buildings
fpur years ago his gives

EirmtE SATISFACTIOU.
We

have not had one complaint of

YOU

.PAY

I

Do not forget that we itill have
a Stock of

VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

DRUGS

and'

as

Copying and Enlarging-

MEDICINES

As is kept in the city, and rell them at prices

abounds with

statistical

to

$1000
ZF NOT

Information of the character now most in

Man

{Central Drug Store.
Holland, Mich., May ?th,1886.

is a

ATTENTION

authority upon election results, but

model of clean and most

graphy As
to C. K.

price,

by

Inclosing

Bucklen’aArnica Salva.

Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction,
or
money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
For sale by Yates & Kane, Holland, and
A. De Kruif, Zeeland. Mich.

SCAN THESE CLOSELY.

We

Her Youth.

A,

i

Family Ointment.

falls to soothe nnd heal cuts,
burns, bruises, flesh wounds, inflamation,
sprains, pimples, chilblains, salt rbeum,
chapped Ups or hands, frost bites, cold
sores, sore nipples, and all diseases and
eruptions of the akin. Young LadiestDr. Flagg’s Family Ointment will remove
all pimples, blackheads, freckles and
other blemishes from your face, leaving
the skin soft, smooth, and beautiful. No
family will be without it after testing its
marveloussoothing and healing properties. Sold by druggistsfor 25 cents or
mailed on receipt of price, by the
William’s M’fg Co., Cleveland, O.

all

the Stave and Heading
deliver the year

can make and

1M

BAHGBAM B&0&, Mi

Fifth

Aweawn,

XUDTAJCXi JLV

A.

H. WALSHS.

Van Raalte

C.

SMOKE

Proprietor

MARKET

STREET.

entire business is for sale,

with good will included.

HAVANA FILLED

oig-a-hs.

Hacks for Weddings, Private

H.

Parties and Receptions.

Price 5 Cents.

3XT

BILLY'S

AT

-

The Best livery in the

A. C.

BEST WAGONS

1,

1886.

9 lyr.

AND

A Soientifie ficircut or
Imrigoimtimg Mhampoo*

the became Mill, ihe dung to Ciatorii,

the

VAN RAALTE.

Holland,Mich., April

A Goo* Glean Skaye.

sells

ity.

GIVE XE A CALL!

you c*u gel a

it

FLIEMAN

J.

Manufacturesaud

TONSORIA PARLORS

,

WYKHUYSEN.

Holland, Mich., Sept. 80, 1885. 85-3m.

Hearse and Carriages
FOR FUXEMAL8.

EXT!!

PHOTOGRAPHS

BUGGIES.

!
I

have recently commenced the manufactureof

any time.

W.
HAIRDRESSING A SPECIALTY.

Ii

S.

WATKINS

now prepared to make Photographsof

Platform, Combination &

ill kinds

Express Wagons,

New Photograph Gallery,

To which I Invite the attention of alt who desire
a light and durable wagon.

In the Howard Block on River Street, opp.
Yates A Kane's Drag Store.

we give ter Cutorta,

When

and Plated Ware,

of—

Livery and Sale Stable, The

fashion.
tick,

chance for

CHAINS^ RINGS, ETC,
—

Ladles hair cleaned and drened in the latest

the was i Child, ihe cried for Cutoria,

a

Silver Watches,

Silver

Ain the highest style of the art it his

When

is

CLOCKS,

AjenU,

CHMUAOt

Never

Itch, Prairie Mange, and Scratches of
every kind cured in 80 minutes by Woolford's Sanitary Lotion. Use no other.
This never Inils. Sold by Kremers &
Bangs, Druggists, Holland,Mich. 6-ly

there

BARGAINS
Gold

TfcliCfrirgflls—
WMrtprwWdudwflItoMiM.
i*v»ljtdTvtfMd Id trtry town tor Hvo flukw win vfl
•ppnoUto Its aorita Md pwh U Meordla4ly.

Mrs. Phoebe Chesley, Peterson, Clay

Dr. Flagg’

buy

Now

round, viz:
Oak Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
Because I am going to sell out my entire
White Ash Stave Bolts, 30 inches long.
Stock of Goods, consisting of
Elm Slave Bolts, 33 inches long.
Black Ash Stave Bolts, 33 inches long.
Black Ash Beading Bolts 38 inches long
Basswood Heading Bolts, 88 inches long.
<5
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.
For making contracts or further in
formationapply to Filter’* Stave Factory.
ED. YEP SCHURE, Supt.
or to G. Van Putten & Sons’ store.

GENTLEMAN’S SMOKE

Co., Iowa, tells the following remarkable
story, the truth ot which is vouched for
by the resident* of the town: "I am 73
years old, have been troubled with kidney
complaint and lameness for many years;
could not dress myself without help.
Now I am free from all pain and soreness
and am able to do all my own housework.
I owe my thanks Vo Electric Bitten for

having renewed my youth, and removed
completelyall diseases and pain.” Try a
bottle, only 50 cenU at Yates & Kane's
drug store.

will

Bolts you

Utm

Benm

When

RAPIDS.

Take Notice!

Woodsmen.

Lord, Baltimore, Md,

The best salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Halt Rheum, Fever
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,

When Baby wu

MONROE ST.. GRAND

of old it is sent without

money and without
stamp

103

Farmers and

artistic typo-

ond VALUABLE
have them copied and

OLD

JACKSONS GALLERY

HATAJfA FILLER.

of unquestioned value

is it

Bring in your

enlarged. Call and examine my work
whether you wish any done or not.
Remember the name and number

suit the times.

KREMERS & BANGS,

forfeit

demand. The little publication has be. $ome the standard political text-book,
and not only

THE CITY.

complete

PICTURES and

its ap-

pearance just when wanted, and the State

IN

HG THE PAIRT TRADE,

Holland, Mich., Sept. 25. 18S6.

edition this year

Rapid*

Si, ChraaS

EQUAL TO THE BEST MADE

the lungs.

G.

103 M«aro«

SPECIAL RATES TO CLUES. CLASSES, ETC.

CROWD

before purchasing elsewhere.

breezes,” Drexel’s Bell

Jackson’s Gallery,

While we are at present

To examine our sW*ck and compare prices

The Red Book as usual makes

-

peeling,

Its

cracking or chalking off.

It will positively

Day’s Horse Powder is a necessity for
hogs; it cu'es swelled necks and ulcers in

"Like balmy

AT

To prove the qaallty of these Paints, we would

Yarns, Hosiery, Fur Caps,

The intimate relation between stomach
and brain is shown in the headache resulting from indigestion.Dr Bull’s Baltimore Pills will cure it.

Cologne.

19-tf.

Buys One Dozen

Flannel Dress Shirts,

Price only 25 cents.

1886.

9,

$3.00

that will astonish you.

self.” Evening, ’ Talesta.”

The remedy for the baby is Dr. Bull's
Baby Syrup. It is free from laudanum.

Holland.Mich., June

Woolen Blankets, Comforters,

m.

of

made.

ETC. ETC.

7

7

;

greatest
With,
air
hot
flue
the
heater
ever

for Infanta and Children.

m.

evening at

Store two doors west of the

Post Office, where we have added

Hope Keformed
10:30 a.

New

to our

7:80.

TIEECiES
C3-OX-aXD
OOX2ST
XsTTHDTrOT
--

FIRST-CLASS TOILET

WATER FOR

SALE

!

W. BAU.MOARTEL,
Holland, Mich.. March

19.

1SS5.

the had Children, ihe give diem Cutoria,

Those desiring pictares,would do well to give
him a call.

Old pictures copied and enlarged,
W. 8.
Holland, Mich

.,

Kept. 3nd, 1886.

WATKINS.

•

of

BUGGIES
I

Which

have on hand a lagre assortment

-

I will disposeof stthe lowest possible

fll-8mos.

figures.

Holland Cigar Factory,
$100 a Week.

H,

P08TMA,

Proprietor,

HIXSON & SLEAVIN,
GENERAL

I

am making

ALL KINDS OF OARS

Ladies or gentlemendesiringprofitable
I hereby notily the pnblic Ihut I have removed
at once. We want you
my factory to Seventh Street,between River and
They cannot be beat, and I make anythingIn the
to handle an article of domestic use that
Market streets, where I will make the largest and
hardwood line.
recommends itself to every one at sight. best 5 and 10 cent Cigars ever offeredto the public.
Staple as flour. Sells like hot cakes.
FRUITS
PRODUCE.
Profits800 per cent. Families wishing to
Representing: J. M. Hixson A Co., San Francisco;
Give
a
Trial.
practice economy should for their own
Carriage
Painting
J. M. Hixson A Co. .Chicago: Hixson,
benefit write for particulars. Used every
Seavey A Co., Kansas City.
My Prices are ms Low as the
day the year round in every household.
Call and See Me before PurchasLowest,
103 & 105 Second Street, south,
Price within reach of all. Circulars free.
ing Elsewhere,
Agents receive sample - free. Address,
H. POBTMA.
J. FLIEMAN,
M 8t
Minn .
Holland. Mich., Sept. 19,
Domestic M’p’o Co., Marion, Ohio. 88-6m
Holland, Mich. March 18, 1880.

employmentwrite

Comission Merchants,
MD

Me

,

and Wagon

1886. mm

Minneapolis.

..

